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The theoretical analysis of neutron wave experiments in the poly-
crystalline moderators, beryllium oxide and graphite, began historically 
with the calculation of a fundamental eigenvalue of the system. Following 
upon the discovery of non-asymptotic modes of wave propagation, theory 
progressed tm-zards a full determination of the neutron space and energy 
dependent flux resulting from a sinusoidal source incident upon a semi-
infinite spatially homogeneous medium. 
This development is surveyed in terms of an operator formalism that 
compactly presents transport and diffusion theory transfer operator 
solutions and eigenfunction summation solutions for such an idealization 
of the typical experimental configuration. New material is presented 
in a demonstration that the transfer operator and eigenexpansion methods 
can give solutions for a more realistic finite and spatially heterogeneous 
assembly. It has been found more expedient, however, to include such 
added experimental detail in a multigroup, finite difference diffusion 
computer code, MYOPIC. 
Quantitative conditions on source frequency are established for 
asymptotic wave propagation in BeO and graphite. Diffusion and thermal-
ization parameters are obtained from asymptotic MYOPIC calculations below 
the critical frequency and the non-asymptotic propagation systematics 
above for a homogeneous assembly are compared with other 
theoretical studies. 
Results from a detailed spatially heterogeneous simulation of the 
BeO high frequency measurements of Ritchie and Whittlestone, while not 
in close accord with experiment, point to the necessity for accurately 
modelling the modulated fast source - moderator - cadmium shutter 
configuration typically used in these experiments to produce a thermal 
neutron beam. It is suggested that the purely real Maxwellian terms 
used by other workers, in lieu of fully modelling the source condition, 
are inadequate. 
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section. 
r E (x,y,z) Spatial position ; Unit - cm. 
In experimental assemblies with parallel piped 
geometry the source is usually defined as impinging 
on the z = 0 face and attention is focused on 
wave propagation in the z direction, x and y 
will be referred to as transverse dimensions. 
t Time ; Unit - sec. 
w Frequency ; Unit - Hertz (Hz.) 
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polycrystalline moderators ^g(E) = ^¿^el^^^ ^ ^el^^^ 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL SURVEY 
1,1 Introduction 
When a neutron source with strength varying sinusoidally in time 
is introduced to a moderating medium, the time behaviour of the neutron 
population at any point in the medium also has a sinusoidal component. 
If the source oscillates at a fixed frequency, the neutron flux at 
points distant from the source also oscillate with that frequency, but 
lagging the source in phase. The lag is due to the finite time taken 
by the sinusoidal disturbance, or neutron wave, to propagate from the 
source. In non-multiplying media the wave will attenuate with increasing 
distance from the source. 
Clearly, the degree of phase lag and attenuation with distance will 
depend on the neutron transport properties of the moderating medium. 
That is to say, it will depend on the neutron absorption and scattering 
cross sections of the moderator nuclei, and, as these are inevitably 
dependent on the neutron energy, the degree of phase shift and attenu-
ation of the wave will be strongly linked to the energy spectrum of the 
neutron population making up the propagating disturbance. 
If the source neutrons have high velocities, energy losses result-
ing from collisions with nuclei will shift the neutron energy distribu-
tion (or spectrum) towards thermal energies as the wave moves from the 
source. One would then expect to see significant space dependence in 
the rates of phase shift and attenuation. A spatial variation of the 
characteristic wave parameters clearly has information content but the 
special emphasis of the first generation wave experiments was such that 
effort was expanded to minimise it. It is instructive to enquire into 
why that was so. 
Wave experiments began in earnest during a period when neutron 
slowing down theory had achieved some measure of maturity and the 
interest of many neutron and reactor physicists had begun to turn to 
the less resolved area of neutron thermalization. Thermalization is 
the final stage of the neutron slowing down process and occurs when 
neutron energies fall to about 1 eV and below. In that energy region 
the thermal velocities of the scattering nuclei are comparable with 
neutron velocities and, as well as neutrons losing energy to the 
moderator atoms, they may also gain energy. The situation can arise 
where the neutrons, on the average, receive as much energy as they lose 
and the neutron energy spectrum approaches equilibrium. 
At a time when reactor calculations routinely aggregated the neutron 
energy spectrum into two groups - fast and thermal, there was interest 
in average thermal neutronics parameters of moderating systems. In 
particular, there was a need for absorption and diffusion parameters 
averaged over neutron spectra in thermal equilibrium with the moderator. 
Thermal neutron equilibrium spectra are strongly determined by the 
statistical distribution of the thermal motion of moderator atoms. This 
distribution depends in turn on the nature of the interatomic chemical 
bonds of the moderator and, in solids, on the lattice dynamics of the 
crystal structure. These moderator characteristics were not always well 
known and their inclusion into neutron scattering cross sections was 
difficult. There became available competing thermal scattering models 
which predicted different equilibrium spectra and hence different 
average thermal neutronics parameters. 
Three experimental techniques were developed in the mid 1950*s 
to help resolve the uncertainty. These were the die-away pulsed 
experiment, the static diffusion length experiment and the wave 
experiment. Each sought to measure moderator parameters averaged over 
a neutron spectrum close to equilibrium and each was designed, in most 
instances, to exclude slowing down phenomena from obscuring the equil-
ibrium or as3rmptotic character of the measurement. The definitive 
general reference work of Williams (1966) surveys the thermalization 
field and the special role that asymptotic measurements have played within 
it. 
The development of the wave experiment is traced in detail in 
the following historical survey. Some mention is also made of the 
parallel developments of the die-away and diffusion length experiments 
which first brought to light the phenomena of well thermalized neutron 
distributions in sustained states of pseudo equilibrium. This discovery 
has had a major effect on the recent development of the wave experiment. 
A. 
1.2 Historical Survey 
In the usual version of the wave experiment a beam of sinusoidally 
modulated neutrons impinges upon a boundary of the moderating system 
under investigation. The neutron wave so created propagates through 
the medium with an attenuation coefficient and phase shift per unit 
length that are related to the diffusion, absorption and thermalization 
parameters of the assembly. 
The first experiment of this type was performed at Saclay by 
Raievski and Horowitz (1955). They supported their experimental results 
with a one-energy group neutron diffusion analysis assuming parallelpiped 
geometry with a modulated source of frequency w distributed at the 
base face. They showed that at position z , well removed from the 
source face z = 0 , the spatial dependence of the neutron flux was 
given by (i)(0) exp(-K(w)z + iwt) where 
= 1/d - + Bi (1.1) 
Neutron waves had been observed before 1955 in the early pile 
oscillator experiments (Weinberg and Schweinler 1948). If a thermal 
absorber was oscillated within a chain reacting pile at low frequencies 
(a few Hertz) the entire neutron distribution followed the motion. At 
high frequencies, travelling waves were observed with amplitudes directly 
proportional to the absorption cross section of the oscillator. 
But in configuration and intention the Raievski - Horowitz 
experiment was less closely related to the pile oscillator technique 
than to the early static diffusion length experiments. Indeed, it is 
valid to consider a diffusion length experiment as a wave experiment 
in the limit as w goes to zero. The simple mono-energetic equation 
(1.1) then reduces to 
K^(0) = + B2 (1.2) 
and one expects an asymptotic flux with a spatial dependence of the 
form (i)(0)e . Equation (1.2) is only of didactic interest and 
in practice one must use energy dependent diffusion theory to arrive 
(for a moderator with absorption) at the polynomial expression in 
(v ) , a o^ ' 
V Z (v ) v^cZ^iv ) 
^ - \ - <vD>3 + 
where v^ = 2.2 x 10^ cm/sec , <vD> is a spectrum averaged diffusion 
parameter and c is the diffusion cooling coefficient (Honeck 1962). 
Static diffusion length experiments have given useful diffusion 
and thermalization information but they suffer in accuracy when applied 
to moderators with low absorption cross sections. This problem was 
surmounted for liquid moderators by Kash and Woods (1953) by introducing 
known quantities of V v absorber to the moderator. E (v ) then became 3 o 
an independent variable under the control of the experimentalist. The 
dependent variable k(0) could then be driven through a range sufficient 
in breadth for the coefficients of the expansion (1.3) to be determined. 
k(0) versus I (v ) curves can be compared with calculated k(0) a o 
curves determined by a series of straightforward eigenvalue calculations. 
This can be done directly or by comparing measured and calculated values 
of <vD> and c obtained by polynomial fitting to the curves. 
While the poisoning technique subsequently played a significant 
role in liquid moderator thermalization experiments, it was extremely 
difficult to apply to solid moderators and still maintain homogeneity 
in the experimental assembly. It was considered significant therefore 
that the expression (1.1) for the complex relaxation coefficient should 
exhibit a absorption ~ like term directly proportional to the source 
frequency. High frequency 'poisoning' experiments in solid moderators 
were seen to be feasible. 
Unfortunately high frequency sources were not available. Using a 
mechanical source modulation device, Raievski and Horowitz were restric-
ted to low frequencies (<500 Hz.) and had trouble in obtaining repro-
ducible wave forms. As a result, the technique was to lie dormant for 
about 5 years. 
The latter half of the 1950's was to see instead a concentration 
of effort on the asymptotic pulsed neutron experiment ('die-away' 
experiment) in both solid and liquid assemblies. As was the case with 
many neutronics measurements, some early wartime work had been done; 
but von Dardel (195A) is generally regarded as the effective initiator 
of the 'die-away' technique. 
In this method, a burst of fast neutrons at time t = 0 produces, 
after some waiting period, throughout the assembly a distribution of 
thermal neutrons which, one trusts, eventually reaches an asymptotic 
decaying state. The time behaviour of this distribution is then 
described by a single exponential e ^^ . The decay constant X is 
related to the absorption, diffusion and thermalization properties of 
the moderator as well as the size of the assembly (in that the size 
determines the geometric buckling B^). 
Calculation of X is similar to the evaluation of K(0) . Again, 
one must obtain the lowest discrete eigenvalue of an operator describing 
the scattering and diffusion or transport properties of the moderator. 
The buckling B^ is the usual independent parameter subject to 
systematic variation by the experimentalist (although systematic 
poisoning is also possible in liquid assemblies). 
Energy dependent diffusion theory predicts a relationship for the 
lowest discrete eigenvalue of the form 
X = <vE > + <vD>B^ - CB'* + ... (l.A) 
SL 
Beckurts (1962, 1965) has provided some excellent review papers. 
As pulsed neutron sources improved in their ability to deliver 
large initial bursts of neutrons, so there was an increased capability 
to study smaller and leakier systems with larger decay constants more 
sensitive to high order terms in the expansion (1.4). 
A warning that this trend might not continue was sounded by 
Corngold et al (1962) at the Brookhaven thermalization conference in a 
paper on the eigenvalue spectrum of the neutron transport equation. 
These authors showed that for a hydrogen gas, a continuum of values of 
the decay eigenvalue X existed for 
X > X* - (1.5) 
Koppel (1963) proved that (1.5) held for all moderators. 
X* is not large for polycrystalline moderators because of the low 
value of at energies immediately below the Bragg elastic 
scattering region (Figure 2). Equations (1.4) and (1.5) taken together 
imply the existence of a critical buckling, and in effect, define 
critical limits on assembly size. If the assembly size is reduced 
below these limits, the measured X would lie within the continuum 
above X* and one may not expect to see asymptotic decay characterized 
by one discrete decay constant. 
Perez and Uhrig (1963) drew attention to this newly discovered 
difficulty with die-away studies as further evidence that the wave 
experiment was due for a renaissance. They did not speculate on the 
existence of continua of k(w) that could cause similar difficulties 
in wave experiments although Nelkin (1962) and Honeck (1962) at the 
Brookhaven conference had clearly drawn attention to a continuum bound 
for k(0) . Corngold (196A) placed the existence of the zero frequency 
bound on a firm theoretical footing and Travelli (1965), and independently 
Moore (1966), were later to demonstrate the generality of this bound for 
frequencies other than zero. These authors predicted for an infinite 
medium a continuum of k(w) for all complex relaxation coefficients with 
(^e(<(w)) (E)]^^^ (1.6) 
They did not elaborate on the structure of the k(w) continuum beyond 
establishing this limit. 
Although in 1963 the unsettling theoretical revelation of the wave 
continuum limit was imminent, the attention of Perez and Uhrig was 
understandably focused on providing, for the first time, an energy 
dependent theory for the experiment. In what was then a common 
thermalization theory procedure, they expressed the energy dependence 
of the neutron flux in terms of a rather slowly converging series of 
Laguerre polynomials. They were able to provide a more general version 
of equation (1.1) containing higher order terms in w whose coefficients 
were directly related to the thermalization parameters of the moderator. 
This relationship was 
K2(W) = K2(0) w2 + ... 
+ i W . ̂  „2 l<vD> + e w-̂  + ... (1.7) 
and it provided a basis for interpretation of the experimental results 
just beginning to emerge from their parallel experimental programme. 
Uhrig and a group of postgraduate students at Iowa State University 
had engaged in a wave propagation study from 1958 onwards (Uhrig 1959) 
using a mechanical modulator subject to the same limitations encountered 
by the Saclay group. 
In 1961, Uhrig and a new group, now at the University of Florida, 
began a series of experiments using an electronically modulated source 
of 14.4 MeV neutrons. A tank which thermalized this source and yet 
still preserved its sinusoidal character was designed with some care. 
It was a technical advance which finally established the wave propagation 
method. 
The preliminary experimental results for graphite were presented 
by Perez et al. in 1963 and detailed results for the frequency range 
0 - 1400 Hz. were later given by Perez and Booth (1965) at the IAEA 
Pulsed Neutron Conference at Kahlsruhe. They supported their measure-
ments with a diffusion theory of the experiment, a feature of which was 
the expansion of flux energy dependence in terms of the energy eigen-
functions associated with the fundamental eigenvalue K(0) =K^(0) 
and higher eigenvalues <¿(0) of the static diffusion length experiment. 
Discrete energy mesh representations of these eigenfunctions similar to 
multigroup approximations were determined by the method of Ohanian and 
Daitch (1964). There was a general movement at this time of thermal-
ization workers away from polynomial energy expansions to the multigroup 
method of mainstream reactor physics. 
The period 1963 - 1967 saw a great deal of theoretical activity. 
M,N. Moore, in an important series of papers [1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 
Michael and Moore (1969)], placed the wave experiment in context as a 
member of a class of excitation experiments and exposed its inter-
relationships with other members of the class. He drew an analogy with 
electromagnetic and optics theory by referring to the dependence of K 
on w as a dispersion law. This law could be obtained from a series 
of wave experiments conducted over a range of frequencies or from one 
pulse propagation experiment. 
Discussing this latter technique, Moore pointed out that, if a 
experimentalist injected a pulse of neutrons into an assembly and sub-
sequently obtained a time dependent detector reaction rate at a large 
number of detector positions, he was potentially in possession of the 
dispersion law of the assembly. A Fourier transformation with respect 
to time of the space and time dependent reaction rate leads to the 
space and frequency dependent reaction rate measured in the wave 
experiment. Moore's pulse propagation route to the dispersion law was 
first taken experimentally by Booth et al. (1965). 
Uhrig (1965), with an overview similar to that of Moore, presented 
at the Kahlsruhe conference a full survey of known excitation techniques 
covering sinusoidal sources, pseudo-random pulsing and single pulse 
propagation. The first report of wave calculations in fast multiplying 
media was also presented at that conference by Cadilhac et al. (1965). 
The 1966 University of Florida conference on 'Neutron Noise, Waves 
and Pulse Propagation' gave evidence of burgeoning interest in wave and 
pulse propagation with 12 papers being presented on those topics. This 
review makes no further attempt to follow the progress of excitation 
propagation studies in fast multiplying systems and sub-critical and 
critical reactor mockups, which emerged as distinct branches of study 
at the conference. The reader is referred to Travelli (1972) and Dodds 
and Robinson (1972) for recent developments in those areas. 
The discussion will now concentrate on wave propagation in poly-
crystalline moderators. Within this restricted area, work reported at 
the Florida conference was predominantly theoretical [Travelli (1967), 
Brehm (1967), Kunaish (1967), Booth (1967)]. Each of these workers 
considered versions of the P̂ ^ approximation to the one dimensional 
neutron transport equation in order to test the validity of diffusion 
theory calculations reported earlier. Travelli, in particular, presented 
a multigroup Pi calculation of the fundamental eigenvalue for 
the Perez-Booth graphite experiment and gave an excellent discussion on 
the physical significance of the K(W) continuum. The earlier diffusion 
theory calculations were not shown to be greatly different from the 
transport theory results and it seemed that theoretical-experimental 
agreement could best be served by using more realistic cross-sections 
in computations. 
Summarising the conference, Uhrig noted the unbalanced emphasis 
on theory and the need for more experiments. The only new experimental 
data had come from a pulse propagation experiment by Sumita and Takahashi 
(1967) in which Moore*s transform method was used to obtain the graphite 
dispersion relationship. Their preliminary results did not appear to be 
as accurate as those of Perez and Booth. They indicated that there was 
a need for the experiment to be repeated in order that better data could 
be obtained at positions well removed from the source face where fast 
neutron contamination could be minimised and a more asymptotic spectrm 
detected. 
They subsequently carried out this programme (Takahashi and Sumita 
1967, 1968 A,B) and were able to extract from their low frequency data 
graphite diffusion and thermalization parameters in fair agreement with 
Perez and Booth and also with die-away experiments. But at high 
frequencies (> 320 Hz.) and at distances well removed from the source 
(> 100 cm.) they observed clear indications of non-asymptotic wave 
behaviour. Pronounced dips and peaks in the amplitude versus frequency 
and phase lag versus frequency curves suggested interference or 'beating* 
between waves with different attenuation coefficients and phase lags per 
unit length. Significant interference also occurred closer to the source 
but only at higher frequencies. 
Independently, Utsuro and Shibata (1967) reported an observation 
of interference at 1300 Hz. in a graphite assembly. Their detector was 
only 35 cm. from the source face and the measurement was not inconsistent 
with the results of Takahashi and Sumita. Utsuro and Shibata mechanically 
modulated the beam emerging from the graphite thermal column of a 
reactor. This source contained a high proportion of neutrons with 
energies below the Bragg cutoff energy. 
Both Japanese groups concluded that the interference was occurring 
between a wave of thermal neutrons with energies above the Bragg cutoff 
energy and a wave of sub-Bragg neutrons. Utsuro and Shibata, using a 
two group (loosely coupled sub- and super Bragg) diffusion theory, could 
reproduce qualitatively the interference effect. Utsuro et al. (1968) 
gave an expanded account of this work including details of a source 
configuration which could control the proportion of sub-Bragg neutrons. 
Both groups also inferred that the resonance or interference 
phenomenon was due to a mixture of waves with relaxation coefficients 
lying within the K(W) continuum and that this was occurring at 
frequencies below those for which Perez and Booth had reported 
asymptotic or discrete KĴ (W) propagation. 
Experimental confirmation of the existence of the K(W) continuum 
gave added importance to a series of theoretical papers by Duderstadt 
(1967, 1968, 1969) on the detailed structure of the continuum for 
polycrystalline moderators. 
Duderstadt identified the point spectrum - the fundamental eigen-
value of which the experimentalist hopes to measure, a continuous 
spectrum associated with sub-Bragg scattering and a continuous spectrum 
associated with scattering above the Bragg cutoff energy. The super-
Bragg continuum consisted of two components: one due to elastic scatt-
ering, the other due to inelastic scattering (Figure 4). Similar 
results were obtained independently by Warner and Erdmann (1969). 
Infinite medium calculations for graphite showed that, as the 
source frequency increased, the measured dispersion curve intersected 
the sub-Bragg continuum first, then the elastic continuum and finally 
the super-Bragg continuum. 
Since all experimental assemblies have leakage transverse to the 
source beam direction z , and the point and continuous spectra are 
altered by its inclusion (Williams 1967, 1968), Duderstadt adjusted his 
calculations, taking it into account. He found that even for quite low 
transverse bucklings the discrete eigenvalue lay within the sub-Bragg 
continuum at all frequencies including zero frequency. 
This result appears to be in conflict with the observation by all 
experimental groups of discrete K(W) propagation at low frequencies. 
However, it should be noted that each point k belonging to Duderstadt*s 
sub-Bragg continuum is associated with a single sub-Bragg energy and a 
single direction cosine y , whereas the neutron detector in an experiment 
provides a weighted integration over energy and direction of the neutron 
flux. Unless the sub-Bragg continuum modes are well populated with 
neutrons they are swamped by super-Bragg detector * counts* and are not 
significant. 
Thus, at distances close to the source, the detector responds to a 
well populated, near discrete mode of neutrons with energies above the 
Bragg cutoff. Eventually, at large distances from the source, the 
higher attenuation coefficient of this pseudo discrete wave leads to 
excessive depletion of neutrons vis-à-vis the less rapidly decaying 
continuum modes. The sub-Bragg continuum modes begin to contribute 
significantly to the detector response, interfering and resonating with 
the pseudo discrete mode. 
Most derivations of the wave continuum had employed transport 
theory with simplified treatment of the energy dependence of cross 
sections. Practical calculations required detailed modelling of energy 
dependence and the attendant computational complexity usually forced a 
retreat from transport calculations of directional fluxes to diffusion 
theory calculations of scalar fluxes. 
A diffusion theory calculation of the sub-Bragg continuum with a 
transverse leakage correction (Ohanian et al. 1967) predicted that 
continuum contamination should not have occurred in the Perez-Booth 
experiment at frequencies less than 400 Hz. Transport theory would 
have contamination occurring at lower frequencies, perhaps at all 
frequencies. This anomaly is due to the fact that diffusion theory 
integrates out the angular dependence of the continuum, and shifts 
its boundary towards higher 
There was now a growing realization that, in the main, experimental 
dispersion laws had been measured in frequency ranges and assembly sizes 
that precluded true asymptotic wave propagation. If this was so, the 
neutron detectors in wave experiments were responding to a super-position 
of an infinity (or continuum) of modes, each with its unique neutron 
energy and angular distribution, each attenuating at different rates 
and each with its own phase shift per unit length. 
Therefore, one required for a realistic theoretical calculation, 
more than just the single fundamental eigenvalue, KĴ (W) . Rather, it 
was necessary to obtain the best computationally feasible approximation 
to the K(W) spectrum as well as the associated eigenfunctions. This 
multiplicity of wave modes could be superimposed, taking care to match 
the source condition, so as to give an approximation to the space, 
frequency, angle and energy dependent neutron flux in the assembly. A 
space and time dependent detector response could be readily obtained 
and, if this response was processed in a manner similar to experimental 
processing (least squares fitting to find K etc.), a direct experi-
mental- theoretical comparison could again be made. 
A calculation of this kind was considerably more lengthy than the 
single fundamental eigenvalue calculation that had been the concern of 
the theoretical efforts so far. But programmes of similar complexity 
were being forced upon analysts of the die-away experiment (e.g., Lee 
and Daitch (1967)). 
An excellent beginning was made by Wood (1969 A). Using a finite 
energy mesh E^ (j = 1> ...> N) and diffusion theory, he obtained, 
for a number of frequencies, an approximate spectrum of eigenvalues 
K^(w) (i = 1, ..., N) and eigenvectors for graphite. He 
added these modes to give the solution for an assembly semi-infinite 
in the 2 direction, 
N 
<i)(z ,E ,w,t) = I A.F.(E.,w) exp [-K (w)z + iwt] , (1.8) 
J i^l 1 1 J 1 
where the coefficients A^ were chosen so as to reproduce a predefined 
z = 0 flux. The finite nature of the sum (1.8) was a direct consequence 
of the computational necessity of using a finite energy mesh. It was 
hoped that it was a fair approximation to the formal integration over 
an infinity of continuum modes. 
Calculating the sum (1.8) appropriate to the transverse buckling 
of the Perez-Booth experiment and an input Maxwellian boundary flux. 
Wood obtained the position dependent response of a point V y detector. 
He repeated the calculation for a Maxwellian source with added fast 
and slow neutron components. His results predicted a significant 
dependence of the detector response on the source energy distribution 
up to a distance of 30 - 40 cm. into the assembly and that asymptotic 
propagation was only to be observed beyond that distance. Surprisingly, 
even though the calculations were for frequencies almost as high as 
1300 Hz., interference effects due to sub-Bragg continuum modes were 
not in evidence. 
The same year Wood (1969 B) published a survey of computed dispersion 
laws for the three common polycrystalline moderators, graphite, beryllium 
and beryllium oxide, using a number of up-to-date scattering models. 
The only other calculation for a crystalline moderator other than 
graphite was the beryllium dispersion law prediction of Ahmed et al. 
(1968). 
The concentration of theoretical effort on graphite was understand-
able, for while there had been a number of die-away and diffusion length 
experiments in beryllium and beryllium oxide (e.g., Lee and Daitch (1967), 
Rainbow and Ritchie (1968)), there was no experimental wave results. 
Miles et al. (1971) reported the extraction of a dispersion law 
from pulse propagation measurements in beryllium. Because only prelim-
inary results have been made available until quite recently (Miles et 
al. 1974), this experiment has received little attention. 
In order to remedy the defficiency in BeO data, a modulated source 
was developed by S. Whittlestone at the Australian Atomic Energy Research 
Establishment. The BeO dispersion relationship for frequencies up to 
500 Hz. was measured by Ritchie and \^ittlestone (1972). 
Preliminary results from this experiment were privately made 
available to Wood (1971) who obtained a solution for BeO of the form 
eq. (1.8) appropriate to the dimensions of the Ritchie-VJhittiestone 
assembly, i^ile Ritchie and Whittlestone observed effectively a 
discrete mode of propagation for all frequencies up to about 500 Hz., 
Wood's calculations indicated that non-asymptotic propagation should 
have been experimentally in evidence for frequencies at least as low 
as 300 Hz, 
Wood and Lawrence (1971) carried out further calculations for 
frequencies up to 2500 Hz. and predicted that high frequency measurements 
in BeO would exhibit strong interference effects similar to those 
observed experimentally in graphite. 
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Wave measurements in BeO by Ritchie and Whittlestone (1973) covering 
the frequency range 520 to 1720 Hz. provided ample data to check these 
predictions. They were unable to detect a discrete mode of propagation 
at frequencies above 520 Hz. and observed significant dependence of 
attenuation and phase shift coefficients with distance from the source. 
However, this dependence was nowhere near as marked as that predicted 
by Wood and Lawrence. 
Ritchie and Whittlestone suggested several reasons for this dis-
agreement. Firstly, the position and magnitude of maximum interference 
between modes with differing attenuation and phase shift coefficients 
would depend on the relative amplitudes and phases of each mode at the 
source face. It was important therefore that theoretical calculations 
used a realistic source spectrum. Experimentalists took considerable 
care to design well thermalized sources but there was no guarantee that 
they could produce near approximations to the Maxwellian input spectra 
commonly used in calculations. 
Secondly, Ritchie and Whittlestone drew attention to the finite 
size of the BF^ ^/y detectors used in experiments. The typical active 
counting length of 5 cm. of a BF^ V v detector would tend to integrate 
interference effects. A theoretical study by Nishina and Akcasu (1970), 
who used energy dependent diffusion theory and a highly simplified 
scattering kernel, demonstrated the sensitivity of interference to 
detector length. This paper was also notable for its assumption of an 
assembly of finite length in the beam direction. All previous theoretical 
models had assumed a semi-infinite assembly. 
Recently Takahashi (1972) has continued his pulse propagation 
studies in graphite prisms of various transverse dimensions and also 
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in a lead assembly. He has conventionally obtained a thermal source 
by passing fast neutrons through a 300°K water tank but he also has 
done some measurements using a 77®K nitrogen cooled ice tank in order 
to enhance the sub-Bragg energy component of the source. Reporting on 
static diffusion length experiments in the same assemblies, Takahashi 
and Fujita (1972) give measured source spectra emerging from both 
thermalizing tanks, thus directly providing a crucial boundary condition 
for theoretical calculations. 
Takahashi has compared his measurements with what is essentially 
a multigroup diffusion theory but one which accords a near transport 
theory treatment to sub-Bragg neutrons. In polycrystals the very long 
mean free path of neutrons with energies just below the Bragg cut-off 
( ~ 20 cm. in graphite), weakens many of the assumptions of diffusion 
theory. Takahashi, extending an idea of Utsuro et al., takes explicit 
account of the uncollided sub-Bragg source beam and treats neutrons 
scattered after sub-Bragg first collisions as source neutrons distributed 
the length of the assembly. He also takes account of the effect of long 
mean free paths on transverse spatial flux dependence and leakage by 
including an energy dependent transverse buckling. 
The energy dependent transverse buckling Bj_(E) modification has 
received considerable attention from Kumar et al. (1973) in a detailed 
computational survey of wave propagation in graphite assemblies of various 
sizes. They have followed Wood in obtaining an approximate representation 
of the diffusion theory k(w) spectrum, and in superimposing modes in 
the manner of eq. (1.8), but have demonstrated marked differences in the 
nature of the sub-Bragg modes depending on whether Bĵ  is a constant 
or a function of energy. They apply the B^(E) correction in the lowest 
order form of a prescription of Beynon (1971). 
Kumar et al. have obtained attenuation and phase shift coefficients 
as functions of position up to AOO cm. inside a range of graphite prisms, 
each with different transverse dimensions. The character of interfer-
ence effects in their dependence on frequency and transverse buckling 
has been brought out in detail but unfortunately there was no comparison 
with experimental interference observations. 
As should be apparent from this survey, current detailed energy 
dependent simulations of wave experiments rely heavily on diffusion 
theory. However, there have been significant recent advances in the 
transport theory of the technique which have provided insight into the 
behaviour of the directional flux inside polycrystalline assemblies. 
This information has been provided usually at the expense of realistic 
simulation of cross sections and flux energy dependence. Energy depend-
ent features are sufficiently preserved to account qualitatively for 
observed phenomena, but detailed comparison with experimental results 
is often precluded. 
Thus, in this vein, Utsuro (1969) looked for a mathematical 
description of the altered nature of the discrete mode as it encountered 
and passed into the continuum region of the ic(w) plane. He used a two 
energy group transport theory to obtain an analytic continuation of the 
discrete dispersion law inside the continuum. Utsuro (1972) later 
decided that the analytic continuation did not describe the pseudo mode 
adequately, and looked towards obtaining a complete solution to the two 
group transport equation by inverting the Fourier transformed solution. 
The value of the transform variable K , providing the predominant 
contribution to the inversion integral was obtained, and the variation 
of this value with frequency was interpreted as being the dispersion 
law of the pseudo discrete mode inside the continuum. 
Yamagishi et al. (1969) used the classical Weiner-Hopf technique 
to study the neutron wave Milne and albedo problems, assuming a 
degenerate polycrystalline scattering model. Yamagishi (1972) has 
obtained the complete set of wave angle and energy dependent eigen-
functions, including the singular continuum functions together with their 
associated orthogonality relationships. He has used these (1973) to 
obtain a further representation of the solution of the wave Milne 
problem. 
1.3 A Survey of the Following Chapters 
The main objective of this thesis is to model wave experiments in 
polycrystalline moderators, particularly the BeO experiments of Ritchie 
and Whittlestone (1972, 1973). 
As was shown in the previous section, the historical trend in the 
analysis of these experiments has been away from calculation of the 
fundamental eigenvalue towards a full determination of the neutron space 
and energy dependent spectrum by superposition of the full complement 
of eigensolutions of the system. This development was precipitated by 
the experimental and theoretical discovery that the thermal neutron 
distributions in polycrystalline assemblies exhibit asymptotic behaviour 
characterized by a single eigenvalue, only if strict criteria relating 
to the source frequency and the assembly size are satisfied. 
The experiment can be readily driven into a non-asymptotic regime 
characterized by wave interference effects. Experimentalists probed 
this region, moving beyond the simpler intentions of determining 
moderator diffusion and thermalization parameters, to the exploration 
of a complicated particle transport phenomenon essentially for its pure 
science interest. 
By doing so, they placed a responsibility upon theoreticians to 
accurately model the source conditions operating on the experiment, since 
non-asymptotic neutron distributions are characterized by their 'memory* 
of initial, boundary and source conditions. 
In Chapter 2 earlier attempts to meet this responsibility are 
presented in the form of a mathematical summary which takes the form of 
an operator theory of the spatially homogeneous wave experiment. It is 
felt that this kind of formalism compactly exhibits the transport and 
diffusion theory solutions to the problem from which the representations 
preferred by individual workers can readily be derived. 
In Chapter 3 material is presented which is new, at least in the 
context of wave experiments in moderators. This chapter confronts the 
fact that actual wave experiments are not necessarily spatially homogen-
eous and two methods for modelling multi-media assemblies are given. 
The first method employs the transfer operator concept introduced 
in Chapter 2. Numerical difficulties which led to the abandonment of 
this approach are discussed. The second method, an extention to complex 
arithmetic of standard finite difference techniques, is comparatively 
free of numerical difficulties and, in fact, is the method used in the 
calculations reported in Chapters 5 and 6. 
In Chapter 4 nuclear cross section data used in the computations 
are described and the implications for experiment of the eigenvalue 
continuum structure of wave transport and diffusion operators defined 
by that data are explored. Frequency limits above which asymptotic 
wave propagation may not be expected are derived for BeO and graphite 
experiments. 
Chapter 5 is a report on the application of the finite difference 
computer code described in Chapter 3 to the analysis of spatially 
homogeneous models of the wave experiments in BeO of Ritchie and 
Whittlestone (1972, 1973), and the graphite experiments of Takahashi 
and Sumita (1968). A homogeneous model of BeO with a real Maxwellian 
source condition was chosen for the initial application of the code in 
order that a comparison could be made with the eigenfunction synthesis 
solution of a similar model by Wood. The systematics of high frequency 
interference effects are presented, as well as BeO and graphite diffusion 
and thermalization parameters derived from low frequency calculations. 
In Chapter 6 details are given of an attempt at simulating the high 
frequency BeO experiments by an explicit model of the experimental con-
figuration for source thermalization, as well as the polycrystalline 
assembly itself. The results obtained from this spatially heterogeneous 
model are compared with experiment and with results from the simpler 
homogeneous model used by earlier workers, and employed by the candidate 
in Chapter 5. Finally, the conclusions of the thesis are presented. 
CHAPTER 2 
AN OPERATOR DESCRIPTION OF THE WAVE EXPERIMENT 
2.1 The Transport Equation 
The Boltzmann equation for neutron transport in a homogeneous 
medium free of fissionable material is 
(}>(r, E, t) - E(E'->E, g'-i-g)<j)(r, E', 2',t)dg' dE» 
where fi.V « /(1-y^) 
Q(r, E, fi, t) 
cos If; + sin li; + y dz 
(2.1) 
( 2 . 2 ) 
The symbols used in equations (2.1) and (2.2) are defined in the 
glossary. 
In describing the wave experiment, interest will mainly be 
focused on the spatial dependence of the neutron flux in the z 
direction and, therefore, approximate and as3nnptotic forms will be 
assumed for the flux and source distributions in the transverse 
dimensions. 
These are 
(j)(r, E, g, t) = <i)(z, E, g, t) exp Ci(B x + H y) ] 
X. y 
Q(r, E, g. t) = Q(z, E, g, t) exp Ci(B x + B y)] (2.3) 
X y 
Substituting (2.3) into (2.1) and dividing by exp [i(B x + B y ) ] X y 
one has 
1 a . 8 
V 3t 
+ y + i /(l-y^)(B cos + B sin ip) + I (E) 
o z X y w 
(i)(z, E, p, t) 
fOO r27r 
O '' o 
I(E'->E, E \ ip', y', t)dy' dij;' dE' 
- 1 
Q(z, E, y, t) (2.4) 
In the following pages the linear equation (2.4) will be 
subjected to a variety of simplifications and transformations. In 
order to be economical in describing these transformations, use 
will be made of the concise notation of the theory of abstract 
linear vector spaces. 
The procedure followed here is to represent the physical 
system under study (the neutron distribution) by a mathematical 
object called a state vector. The most extensive use of this 
approach is to be seen in quantum theory where it is used to 
interrelate a diversity of representations (e.g., the Heisenberg 
matrix representation and the Schrodinger wave representation.) 
In a similar manner, the energy multigroup, the energy 
polynomial and the angular S^ or P^ approximate versions of the 
transport equation (2.4) will be regarded as representations, with 
respect to a variety of bases, of a linear abstract vector equation. 
This procedure is not novel in neutron transport theory. Aronson and 
Yarmush (1966) used it in a wide ranging discussion of transfer 
operator solutions to the neutron and radiation transport equations. 
Many of the operator relationships appearing in their paper are to be 
found in this chapter tailored to the specific problem of neutron wave 
propagation. 
Representations of the transport equation or its approximate 
form, the diffusion equation, are commonly written in matrix and 
vector notation. To avoid confusion between these representation 
vectors and the more fundamental state vector, Dirac notation 
(Goertzel and Tralli 1960, Chapt. 5) will be used. State vectors 
will be denoted as kets, |(i> > , the corresponding adjoint vectors 
in the dual space as bras, < , and the representation vectors 
in the usual tilde notation, (j) . A linear operator will be denoted 
by a script capital (viz.X ) and its representation (kernel) with 
respect to a discrete basis will be a matrix L . 
Thus the equation (2.4) can be regarded as the formulation with 
respect to the {E, y} bases of the transport state equation 
h |Q t)> (2.5) 
In order to formulate equation (2.5) with respect to a particular 
orthonormal basis use is made of the Dirac expansion theorem which 
says that the identity operator ^ may be expanded in terms of the 
basis bras and kets of a discrete orthonormal basis {n^}. Thus 
\ X \ (2.6) 
The expansion theorem for a continuous orthonormal basis { 3 } 
with basic kets | 3 > is 
y = I 3 X 3 I d3 (2.7) 
Since { n } and { 3 } are orthonormal bases, the scalar 
products 
< r,J n. > = J 
and < 3 I 3' > = 6(3 - 3*) where and 6(3 - 3*) are 
the Kronecker delta and the Dirac delta function respectively. 
The transport equation (2.4) is regenerated from the state 
equation (2.5) by multiplying on the left by < E, y | and using 
the generalized multiple basis form of the expansion theorem (2.7) 
E, ip, y >< E, y | dy d̂l̂  dE 
y / C O r2TT rl 
r == / ô  o 
to obtain 
fCO rl-n rl 
'o o -1 
- 1 
= <E,i|;,y|Q(z,t)> 
It is seen that <E,i|;,y | (j>(2,t)> = (i)(2,E,i|;,y,t) . 
The kernels of the o p e r a t o r s ^ , ̂  are diagonal in the {E,\|;,y} 
representation. Thus 
= i/(l-y2)(B cosif; + B simp)+ Z.(E) 
X y z 
But the scattering operator J ^ is non-diagonal with a kernel 
2.2 The Wave Transport Equation 
If the neutron source has a sinusoidal time dependence of the form 
iwt 
Q(z,t)> == |Q(z,w)>e 
then the flux will assume a similar dependence; 
iwt 
(j)(x,t)> = (f)(z,w)>e 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
In practice, of course, the neutron source must remain positive 
at all times and must therefore have a static component with larger 
amplitude than that of the modulating sinusoidal component. That is, 
Q(z,t)> = |Q^(z)> {|Q(z,w)>e^''^ } 
The transport equation governing the behaviour of the sinusoidal 
component of the flux is obtained by substituting equations (2.8) and 
iwt 
(2.9) into the state equation and dividing throughout by e 
gives 
-1 (j>(z,w)> = Q(z,w)> 
This 
(2.10) 
Equation (2.10) could alternatively have been obtained by Fourier 
transforming equation (2.5) with respect to time with w as transform 
variable. Then 
(t>(z,w)> 




with a similar relationship existing between |Q(2,W)> and |Q(z,t)> 
in pulse propagation experiments (Moore 1964, Takahashi and Sumita 
1968A). 
Equation (2.10) is re-written as 
where the wave transport operator 
Equation (2.13) is the wave transport equation. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
2.3 Solutions of the Wave Transport Equation 
A solution is first obtained for the homogeneous source free 
version of the wave equation, 
(t>(z,w)> = 0 (2.15) 
in the half space z > 0 . Such a solution is of considerable use as 
the usual configuration of the wave experiment in thermalization studies 
is one where the source is external to the positive half space and 
impinges on the z - 0 surface of the moderating medium. The external 
source appears in the solution only in so far as it imposes conditions 
on (i>(o,w)> . 
The exception is the theory of Takahashi (1972) which treats as a 
distributed source those neutrons which scatter on their first collisions 
from sub-Bragg energies. And in wave studies in critical or near 
critical reactor assemblies allowance in the theory for internal 
distributed sources is routine (Dodds et al. 1972). 
The Taylor series expansion of the state vector around the point 
z = 0 is 















<t>(z,w)> = (-l)''jC'(w)l<t>(z,w)> n - 1 , 2 . 
The expansion solution (2.16) of the equation (2.15) is therefore 




The solution (2.17) and the introduction of the transfer operator 
exp [-¿¿(w)z] perhaps lacks rigour. Justification is to be found in 
the theory of generators of semigroups of bounded linear transformations 
(Hille and Phillips 1957). In practice, one always works with a 
representation of the equation (2.15) with respect to a finite basis 
in which case is represented by a finite square matrix L . A 
rigorous discussion of the solution (2.17) in finite basis representations 
has been given by Bellman (1970). 
The inhomogeneous equation (2.13) is solved by multiplying on the 
left by the integrating operator exp c/(w)z] . Since jd commutes with 
exp of] , (2.13) can then be re-written as 
dz 
z] (j>(2,w)>) = exp 
•Integrating with respect to z and then multiplying both sides by 
exp [-¿(w)z] one has 'Z 
(i>(z,w)> = exp [•¿(w)z]|<|)(0,w)> + exp [-¿(w) (z-z') |q(z»,w)>dz' 
(2.18) 
A direct comparison of the theoretical solution (2.17) with 
experimental results is not possible as a detector response is 
measured in an experiment and not a flux. One calculates therefore 
the response of an infinitely small neutron detector, 
<R (j>(z,w)> = R(z,w) 
1 
<R <l>(z,w)> dy di/; dE 
0̂0 r2-n rl
s: 
O ̂  0 '' -1 
a^(E)i>(z,E,w)dE 
where the detector cross section 
a^(E) = <r|e, 









<E,ij;,y (i>(z,w)> dy dij; 
<|)(z,E,ij;,y,w)dy di|i . 
The detector response predicted for a wave experiment with external 
source is, from (2.17) and (2.19), 
R(z,w) = <R|exp [-j^(w)z]|(i»(0,w)> (2.20) 
2.4 Asymptotic Solutions of the Wave Transport Equation 
Possibly the most elegant and useful representation of the operator 
exp C-j^(w)z] is the spectral representation. That is, the representation 
with respect to the basis formed by the eigenkets and eigenbras of ^ ( w ) . 
The spectral basis, {K:(W)} , is constructed by obtaining the complete 
set of eigenbras, |k(w)>, and complex eigenvalues, K(W), satisfying the 
equation 
¿ ( w ) k(w)> = K(W) k(w)> (2.21) 
It would be reasonable to expect that, from experience with the 
Dirac notation as applied to quantum mechanics and with the more 
commonly encountered parts of integral equation theory that operations 
could be conducted in Hilbert space with the scalar product <a|b> 
obeying the Hermitian symmetry property, 
<a b> = <b a> , where the overhead bar means the complex 
conjugate of the scalar product. One could then write down the 
Hermitian adjoint (or conjugate transposed) eigen-equation 
<k(w)|;f^(w) = <k(w) |7(w) where is the Hermitian adjoint 
of . Hopefully it would turn out that ̂  was normal with^^''' » ¿ ^ 
so that the eigen-bras and eigenkets of jC would form a bi-orthogonal 
basis for the space. However is not normal. 
Now in certain cases it is possible to derive from cZf a 
symmetric operator by a similarity transformation ¿f ^ ^ • 
A A 
But even is not normal, for it can be written = i«5 where 
is a real diagonal operator and J^ a real symmetric operator. ^ 
o 
is + and the non-commutability of J) and ^ causes 
A I A A A J , 
However the fact that ^ is symmetric means that «^c where 
^ m 
is just the transposed operator and not the conjugate transposed 
operator. The transposed eigenequation is 
<k(w)|jC(w) = <k(w)|K(w) (2.22) 
If the scalar product is defined to have not Hermitian symmetry but 
simply ordinary symmetry 
<a|b> = <b|a> (so that one is not working in Hilbert space 
but in a Banach space) then it can be shown that the eigenbras and 
A 
eigenkets of form an orthogonal basis of the space. The direct 
symmetry of the scalar product will therefore be assumed. 
Expressing (2,21) in the {E,i|;,y} representation and using the 
general reflection symmetry property of the scattering kernel, 
jp'-̂ ilijp) = , one can readily show that, if 
K is an eigenvalue of with eigenfunction k(E,t|>,y ,w), then -k 
is also an eigenvalue with eigenfunction k(E,i|^,-iJ,w) . The spectrum 
of X breaks therefore into two halves; one, the positive half, 
located in the first quadrant of the complex plane and the other, the 
negative half - a mirror image of the first, located in the third 
quadrant. 
Spectral expansions of solutions of the homogeneous wave equation 
with external sources impinging from the left on the z « 0 face with 
no source at the far z = Z face will be in terms only of the positive 
half of the ¿f spectrum. In this configuration neutron waves 
propagate only in the z - direction. Spectral expansions of the 
solution (2.18) which includes an internal source Q(z)> must use all 
of the oZf spectrum as waves propagate in either direction from the 
source. 
In the following pages reference to the spectrum of jf will, in 
fact, be to the positive half spectrum. The reader may mentally 
generalize any reference to the eigenvalue K and its eigenket |k> 
to mean the eigen pair ± K,|k ± > . 
For some time it has been known (Corngold 1964, Nelkin 1962) that 
the spectrum of (w) , in general, consists of a point spectrum 
(Kĵ , k^, ...) and a continuous spectrum (k e C) . In polycrystalline 
moderators the point spectrum consists of a single point, Kj^(w), and 
even this can disappear into the continuum as the frequency is raised 
and/or the transverse dimensions of the assembly reduced. 
As mentioned above, it would be useful if {k(w)}, the spectral 
basis of jf , is orthogonal. For then the spectral basis expansion 
identity of the polycrystal transport operator with one discrete 
eigenvalue is 
y = |k^(w)><k^(w)| + k(w)><k(w)|dK = Sum|k(w)><k(w)| (2.23) 
K 
where Sum represents a summation over discrete terms (or term) plus 
K 
integration over the continuum. The identity for a non-orthogonal 
continuous basis involves double integrations and cross terms and its 
complexity is to be avoided. 
Luckily, if the range of neutron energy is restricted to the low 
E values of the thermalization region, it is possible to obtain by a 
A 
similarity transformation an operator J^ which is symmetric. Given 
the reduced energy range, one may invoke the detailed balance property 
of the scattering kernel (Williams 1966), 
M(E») ,y*) = M(E) E ( E - ^ E ' w h e r e M(E) is the 
Maxwellian distribution M(E) = -E koT (2.24) 
where k^ is Boltzmann*s constant and T is the moderator temperature, 
Introducing the operator ^ with diagonal kernel, 
=J M(E) 6(E^-E)6(if;'-ij^)6(y'-y) and 
multiplying the eigenvalue equation (2.21) on the left ^y -1 one 
has 
1 ^ ^'k> = K.Z ^|k> . The eigenvalue equation may therefore 
be written as ¿(w)|k(w)> « K(w)|k(w)> where ^ sî «̂  
k(w) . 
The diagonal operators and in the definition of 
^ (2.14) are unaffected by the similarity transformation. But the 
non-diagonal operator ^ is transformed to ^ W t S ^ with a 
kernel 
.-1 -1 
which from detailed balance is seen to be symmetric. The transformed 
A 
operator is therefore symmetric and its eigen bras and kets form 





Because of the simplicity of this spectral expansion theorem, many 
authors prefer to work with the transformed transport equation 
d 
dz 
(i>(z,w)> « Q(z,w)> . However the spectral expansion 
identity for the original operator jf is not much more complicated as 
- 1 - 1 
can be seen by substituting back ^ k> and <k ̂  for k> and 
A 
<k| in the identity (2.25). Thus 
,-2 
^ = Sum |k(w)><k(w)|^ which may also be written as 
(2.26) « Sum |k(w)><k*(w) 
K 
where <E,\|;,y |k(w)> = k(E,i|;,y,w) and 
<k*(w)|E,ip,y> = j j ^ k(E,\i;,p,w) . 
The orthogonality condition for the normalised eigenfunctions is 
k(E,i|;,u,w)k'(E,ij;,y,w)dy di|; dE 




An expansion identity of the form (2.26) where the bras in each 
term of the summation are not simply the Hermitian adjoints in the dual 
space of the associated kets is not normally seen in the Dirac 
formalism, but is a very useful concept. The identity may be used to 
obtain the spectral representation of the operator exp C-/(w)z] in 
the solution (2.20). Thus 
R(z,w) = Sum <R|exp [-¿(w)z] | k(w)><k*(w) | <|)(0,w)> 
K 
Now if <2f|k> « K|k> then, for any function of j i y f ( i ) which can be 
expressed as a Taylor series in ̂  , 
f(3?)|k> = f(ic)|k> so that exp [•¿z]|k> = . 
Therefore 
R(z,w) « <R|k^(w)>e"'^^^''^^<k*(w)|<}>(0,w)> 
-K(W) Z <R k(w)>e <|>(0,w)>dK 
a(K,w)e dK (2.27) 
If the real part, a^(w), of k^ = a^ + i is less than any of 
the real parts of the continuum eigenvalues, < e C, then at large 
distances from the source face, the discrete term in (2.27) will 
dominate the more rapidly decaying continuum term. Asymptotically 
R(z.„) - ^ ^ (2.28) 
The time dependent detector response is asymptotically 
(2.29) 
and it is seen that a is an attenuation coefficient and C is a 
phase shift coefficient. 
If asymptotic measurements could be made and experimental values 
for Kj^(w) obtained over a frequency range, direct comparison could be 
made with the calculated fundamental K(W) satisfying the eigenvalues 
equation (2.21). This is not an easy calculation as can be seen if 
s /X -ai(w)z^i(wt - 5i(w)z) R(z,t,w) = aj^(w)e ^ e 
(2.21) is written in the representation. Thus, 
iw/ Tg cos + B sin + E (E) ' "V X y ^ 
1 
0̂0 r2TT rl 
y . O '' o -1 
« K(w)k(E,iii,y,w) (2.29) 
The theoretical discovery (later confirmed by experiment) that k^ 
could disappear into the continuous spectrum of implied that the 
asymptotic response (2.28) may not always be observable. In the simu-
lation of experiments where this was so, one must find the entire 
spectrum of o ^ (or an approximation thereof) in order that a calculated 
response 
R(z,w) = could be compared with the 
c 
experimental detector response. Clearly, the eigenvalue calculation, 
which had to be repeated many times over in order to obtain the full 
spectrum, has to be simplified and approximate forms found for the wave 
transport operator ¿ ( w ) . Of these probably the most common is the 
diffusion approximation. 
2.5 The Diffusion Wave Equation and its Solutions 
The derivation of the neutron diffusion equation as a special 
truncated form of the spherical harmonics representation is very well 
known (Weinberg and Wigner 1958). Only a sketch of the derivation will 
be given here. 
The spherical harmonics representation of the transport wave 
equation is obtained by multiplying equation (2.10) on the left by the 
spherical harmonics basis bra <y, | and invoking the expansion theorem X yd 
for the orthogonal (but not normalized) basis 
1 
l,mi ' 
^ - I I 1̂ 1,m 
1=0 m«-l 
21-H ^ > — <y. Att (2.30) 
Use is made of the orthogonality relationship 
= ^l.r V m ' 
and the general property of the neutron scattering operator, 
1 
i . V. ><v. .m 
CO  
I I 
1=0 m=-l ^ 
(2.31) 
where =>^^(E'->-E) . This general property of the scattering 
operator can be established from the fact the kernel of ^ in the 
{fi} = basis depends only on fi.g' and by invoking the spherical 
harmonics addition theorem. 
The spherical harmonics representation of the wave equation (2.10) 
is then seen to be 
dz 
1 = 0 , . 
m = -1, 
• » ^ 
.., 0, .... 1 
(2.32) 
where the Q . , ....,4, are constants depending only on 1 and l,m l,m 
m and are readily obtained from similar constants given by Weinberg 
and Wigner. Also, 
<e|^(W)|E'> = iw/^ +2!^(E) 6(E-E') (2.33) 
Solving a truncated ( 1 = 0 , ...., N) version of the system (2.32) 
is a formidable task and has not yet been attempted for other than the 
diffusion truncation. Travelli (1967) and Kunaish (1967) have, 
however, obtained the lowest eigenvalue of the eigenvalue equation 
associated with (2.32) for truncations N = 1 and N = 3 (PI and P3) 
respectively. 
Weinberg and Wigner show that 
4>(z,w)> = Uq^o^^*^^^ 
Jy(z,w)> « -i - i 
where <e|$(Z,W)> « $(z,E,w) is the scalar flux 
and <E|J^(Z,W)> = J^(z,E,w) is the i^^ direction current. 
Therefore the N = 1 truncated subset of the equations (2.32) 
(i.e., the 0,0 1,-1 1,1 1,0 subset) can be written as 
dz J (z,w)> + i (z,w)> + i B |j (z,w)> z X X y y 
+ \TM - ATTAJQ $(z,w)> = |q(z,w)> 
i B^|$(z,w)> + 
•J By|$(z,w)> + 
J (z,w)> = 0 X * - r i i I 
^ T m - (2.w)> 0 
1 ^ 
3 dz <i>(z,w)> + [ f w - r i i , 




Substitution into the first equation of the system (2.3A) of the 
expressions derived for J > and J > from the 2nd and 3rd X y 
equation leads to the reduced system 
. 2 r^ , -
dz 
dz 
J(z,w)> + $(z,w)> = q(z,w)> 
(2.35) 
<i>(z,w)> + 3 J(z,w)> = 0 
2 2 2 
where the transverse buckling Bi = B^ + B^ and where J> is now 
written for J > . 
z 








(8m 0 , $(z,w)> 
s 
0 
where i / ( w ) = B ^ ^ g ^ w ) + (^(w) - Att̂ q 
and ¿ 8 m = 3f?(w) 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
The system (2.36) is the Pi wave equation. The diffusion wave 
equation is derived directly from (2.36) as a result of an approximation 
to the operator ¿ S m . 
This operator*s {E} basis kernel is 
<E|^i(w)lE'> = 3 i^/v + I^(E) 6(E'-E) - 47r^^(E*-»-E) (2.38) 
In the diffusion approximation the frequency dependent term is dropped 
and an approximate diagonal kernel assumed of the form 




The kernel of^8 is then D(E)6(E'-E) , the diffusion coefficient. 
Equation (2.36) is of the same form as the exact wave transport 
equation (2.13) and the solutions derived in sections [2.3] and [2.A] 
are still valid, ̂ ( w ) is now replaced by the 2 x 2 matrix of 
operators 
0 A ^ (w) 
Pi and diffusion theory solutions are 
^(w) 0 
obtained by operating on the source and boundary conditions with the 
transfer operator 
~ exp 










The PI or diffusion theory solution analogous to the general 








dz' ... (2.41) 
The first term on the right hand side of (2.41) is the solution 
of the homogeneous wave equation. The detector reaction rate associated 
with that solution is 
R(z,w) = <R|$(Z,W)> = <R| 
(2.42) 
Equation (2.42) is the PI or diffusion theory version of 
equation (2.20). 
The boundary kets |j(0,w)> and |$(0,w)> are unknowns and must 
be determined from the boundary conditions at z = 0 and at the 
extrapolated boundary z = Z . The boundary condition 
$(Z,w)> = 0 (2.43) 
leads to a useful relationship between |j(0,w)> and <i>(0,w)> , 
2^2I(Z.w)|J(0,W)> " ^ 
Given (2.44) it is seen that specification of either |j(0,w)> or 
<i>(0,w)> determines the solution. 
Perez and Booth (1965) assume |j(0,w)> = where <E|s> = S(E) 
is the energy spectrum of an external source. Wood(1969), analysing 
thermal wave experiments, prefers to simply define |$(0,w)> = |S> 
where S(E) can be an arbitrary spectrum but which he usually assumes 
to be the Maxwellian spectrum M(E) (2.24). 
An improvement on either of these boundary conditions is obtained 
by assuming a source plane at z = 0 emitting into dE S(E) neutrons 




But J_j_(0,E) = 
1 
yS(E)/4Tr dy dij; = S(E)/4 . 
y <|)(0,E,y)dy . Substituting the Pi truncated Legendre 
polynomial expansion for <()(0,E,y) one has 
1 
J^(0,E) = ^ $(0,E) + ^ J(0,E) 
Thus 
= Ji $(0,E) + is J(0,E) 
$(0,w)> + J(0,w)> = h S> 
dy 
(2.46) 
Further insight into the nature of the solution (2.42) can be 
gained by obtaining more explicit forms of the elements of ¿(z,w). 
By induction, following Aronson and Yarmush (1966), one can show that 
ro 
<8 0 y 
io 
<8 0 
0 « U ) " 
0 ^ V ^ n 










z y + + ... t1 
-(S 
J T^i/ r r + ... 
coshii/z) 
(2.49) 
Using (2.49) to give ̂  21 ^ ^ eliminating 
with (2.44), the solution (2.42) can be shown to be 
For most moderator assemblies Z is sufficiently large for 
J(0,w)> 
(2.50) 
to be very nearly the identity operator ̂  , in which 
case 
R(z,w) = <R -litz -Mz-z) $(0,w)> (2.51) 
Okf 
The end correction operator ^ - e ^^ ^^ only departs 
significantly from ^ near the rear edge of the assembly. Except for 
Nishina and Akcasu (1970), all theoretical studies of thermal wave 
experiments have assumed the idealization Z = ̂  which leads to the 
simplification of (2.51), 
R(z,w) = <i>(0,w)> (2.52) 
The most detailed calculations to date of R(z,w) for 
polycrystalline assemblies has been by Wood (1969), Wood and Lawrence 
(1971) and Kumar et al. (1973). These authors have used realistic 
scattering models and a spectral and discrete energy basis representation 
of (2.52). 
2.6 Spectral Representation of Diffusion Theory Solutions 
To obtain a spectral representation of the Pi or diffusion theory 
solution (2.41), one would look toward obtaining a Pi expansion 
identity analagous to the expansion identity (2.26). That is 
i 0] pyj Sum K j(K,w)> F (K,W)> (<j*(K,w)| , <H'*(K,W)|) (2.53) 
The current and flux eigenkets and the eigenvalues appearing in 
(2.53) are solutions of the Pi eigen equation system 





From (2.54) it is readily shown that 
= ( B ( W ) ^ ( W ) | ¥ ( K , W ) > = K ? ( W ) | 4 ' ( K , W)> (2.55) 
which can be regarded as an alternative formulation of the PI 
eigen equation. From (2.55) the eigenvalue pair ±K can be found as 
well as 4'(K,W)> . From (2.54) it is seen that +K is associated with 
j(K,w)> 
¥ ( K , W ) > 
and -K with 
j(K,w)> 
H'(K,W)> 
Substituting expressions (2.37) for ^ and into (2.54) gives 
¿S(w)r?tw) - 4ïï/Q||'i'(K,w)> = (k^ - B2j|4'(K,w)> 
= H'(K,W)> (2.56) 
From (2.56) it is seen that p is an eigenvalue of the Pi 
operator appropriate to a moderating assembly with infinite transverse 
dimensions and, therefore, zero transverse buckling. Introduction of 
the effect of finite transverse dimensions via a finite transverse 
buckling B J leads to a new value of the eigenvalue K related to 
p by the simple expression, 
K2(W) = p2(w) + bI (2.57) 
The eigenket associated with p , |'1'(K,W)> is identical to that 
associated with K . Equation (2.57) is an important property of the 
spectrum and has been shown by Williams (1967) to be true not just for 
the Pi approximation but true in general. 
Following a procedure similar to that used in section C2.4] to 
symmetrize the kernel of the transport wave operator, it will be shown 
that there exists a similarity transformation that will render the 
transformed diffusion wave operator normal. The spectral basis asso-
ciated with the transformed operator can then be made orthonormal with 
a resulting simplification of the spectral expansion identity. 
As before, if one restricts neutron energy to the thermal range, 
the scattering operator can be symmetrized by virtue of the 
detailed balance relationship 
M(E')<E|47r^Q|E'> = M(E')Z ( E = M(E)E (E-̂ -E* ) = M(E)<E| E»> 
(2.58) 
where M(E) is the Maxwellian distribution (2.24). 
This property can be exploited to symmetrize Cjj^M =I2JLW 
(where ¿ B is the frequency independent and diagonal diffusion theory 
approximation (2.39) to the VI(BM ). Defining the operator ^ with 
energy representation 
<e|^|e'> 6(E-E») (2.59) and multiplying 
= k2(w) |'i'(K,w)> on the left one has 
<^-^(w)|i(K,w)> = |i(K,w)> « ic2(w)|y(K,w)> (2.60) 
where ^ = - ^T^JQ ^ (2.61) 
(using definition (2.37) and assuming B^ = 0 for simplicity) and 
- 1 
or in adjoint form ~ F 
(2.62) 
<E 
is diagonal in the {E} representation but 
%/D(E)D(E») J m ^ 2(E'->E) (2. 63) 
But from (2.58) (E'-^E) =y|^PyE(E->E*) so the kernel (2.63) 
is symmetric and (¿¡i) is a normal operator. It follows that the eigen 
kets |^(k,w)> can be normalised to form a bi-orthonormal basis with 
expansion identity 
y = |h'(k,W)><4'(K,W)| (2.64) 
As was stated in section [2.4] in similar context, the candidate 
prefers to work with untransformed eigen bras and ket and so, substit-
uting (2.62) into (2.64) the identity becomes 
y - |y(<,w)><¥(K,w)|^^ 
(2.65) 
and the attendant orthogonality relationship is 
fEmax 
<¥*(<,w) ¥(K',W)> = H'(K,E,w)¥(ic\E,w)dE 
= 6(k-K') (2.66) 
Ohanian et al (1967) demonstrated that the diffusion wave operator 
of a polycrystalline moderator parallels the transport wave operator jf 
in having a single point spectrum ( k ^ and a continuum (k e C). 
The expansion identity (2.65) for a polycrystal can therefore be written 
(when K^ i C) as 
4'(K,w)><y*(K,w) dK (2.67) 
give 




= aj^(w)e ^ + 
<4'*(k,w) $(0,w)>dK 
/ \ "-<(w)Zj 
a(K,w)e dK (2.68) 
where use has been made of the relationship 
The spectral expansion (2.68) is of a form identical to that of (2.27), 
The diffusion operator's spectrum is, of course, only an approximation 
to the transport operator's spectrum. 
2.7 Calculation of the Diffusion Wave Operator Spectrum 
The first energy dependent analysis of thermal neutron wave 
experiments was that of Perez and Uhrig (1963) who obtained the 
representation of the alternative version of the diffusion theory eigen-
equation (2.56), 
( g ^ ^ ( w ) - ^ ( w ) + Att^Q H'(p,w)> = 0 (2.69) 
with respect to the discrete energy polynomial basis {1^} . The 
energy representations of the basic bras and kets of {1^} are 
<e|1*> = M(E) L^^^(E) and 
(2.70) 
<1^ E> = L^^^(E) where the L ^ ^ ^ E ) are the normalized 
associated Laguerre polynomials of order one. Using the approximate 
expansion identity of this basis, 
V N 
4 I |1*><1.| to expand (2.69) they obtained the 
^ 1=1 ^ ^ 
finite system of equations 
N 
I < \ \ ( B ^ p ^ M - T M + ^tt^q l*><l^|y(p,w)> = 0, i=l,...,N 
(2.71) 
from which they determined approximately the lowest discrete eigen-
value, pĵ  and the approximate representation <1^| ̂ Cp ,w)> , i=i,...,N, 
of the eigenket |f(p,w)> . 
Perez and Booth (1965) and Ohanian et al. (1967) obtained a 
representation of the transformed diffusion eigen equation (2.60) with 
respect to an approximate truncated version of the spectral basis 
{<^(0)} of the zero frequency operator cj^2(o) . They arrived at the 
system 
N . 
I <^^(0)1 ^^(w) -/^^(w) 
which can be written as 
N 





<y^(0) f(K,w)> = 0 
/V /s _ 
by virtue of the fact thatij^2(w) = < ^ ( 0 ) + iwZSiT and 
^ A 
^ 2 ( 0 ) I H'(k:,0)> = <2(0) I H'(k,0)> . The approximate expansion yN /V 
== I I'l' (0)><H'.(0)| used by Perez and Booth to derive (2.72) 
j = l J ^ 
is an approximation of (2.64) but the continuum integral implied in 
N 
(2.64) has been replaced by the summation I . This is a consequence 
of yet another approximation, this time in the calculation of the 
A 
|'i'(K,0)> . Perez and Booth solved the zero frequency eigen-equation 
< ^ ( 0 ) |^(k,0)> = <2(0) I >i'(k,0)> by representing it in terms of the 
discrete energy approximate basis {E^} (Ohanian and Daitch 1964). 
Replacement of the continuous kernel of an operator by a discrete 
representation leads automatically to a replacement of that operators 
continuous spectrum (if it has one) with a point spectrum, the points 
of which are ever more densely packed as the number of points used in 
the discrete representation is increased. Although mathematically this 
is a radical change in the character of the spectrum, its practical 
effects on quantities such as detector responses which are integrated 
over spectral expansions does not appear to be great provided the 
discrete representation is detailed enough. 
Perez and Booth used the approximate expansion 
N 
= I |E,><E*| (2.73) 
i=l ^ ^ y
where < E * | E > - - E ) and <E|E^> = E ^ ( E ) (2.74) 
where the step function e^(E) = 1 ^i+i ^ E ̂  E^ 
and = 0 otherwise . 
They solved the system (2.72) for the lowest eigenvalue KĴ (W) which 
they compared with an effective KĴ (W) obtained from exponential least 
squares fitting to a measured detector response R(z,w) . 
The realization that KĴ  could disappear into the continuum as 
frequency was raised and that it may never be observed at all outside 
the continuum for assemblies with small transverse dimensions threw 
doubt onto the validity of such a comparison. The effective experi-
mental K may well be some averaged parameter defined by the character 
of the contiYiuum integral in (2.68). If this was the case, a determina-
tion of a theoretical K^ was not sufficient and a full calculation was 
required of a theoretical detector response together with the parameters 
that could be derived from it in order that meaningful comparison with 
experiment could be carried out. 
Wood (1969A) was the first to meet this challenge with a calculation 
A 
of the approximate spectrum and associated eigenfunctions of ̂ ^(w) using 
a 45 point discrete energy representation. He was thus able to 
construct an approximate spectral basis which he used to expand the 
semi-infinite solution (2.52). Thus, in terms of the formulation 






J "" "i to expand (2.52) 
i=l J J 
45 
R(z,w) = \ <R|T,(w)>e'"''j^^^^<H'*(w)|$(0,w)> (2.75) 
j=l J ^ 
where, in the discrete energy representation (2.73), 
45 
<'i'i(w) |$(0,w)> = \ <¥*(w)|e ><E*|$(0,w)> 
J J 1 1 
45 
(using (2.62) and (2.65) to show that <4'*| 
j ^ M Ò i r ^ J ^ ^ i ' - ) ^2.76) 
where the usual integration weight w^ is taken to be AE^. 
The eigenvalues <j(w) in (2.75) and the eigenvectors Tj(E^,w) 
in (2.76) were obtained by Wood from the discrete energy representation 
of the transformed eigen-equation (2.60) which is 
45 
4'(k,w)> = k^(w)<E*|h'(k,w)> (i-l,...,45) 
or, in matrix notation 
W2(w)i(w) = K2(w)f(w) . 








(from (2.61) and (2.74)) 
1 
D(E^) 
D ( E p 
iw 
(from (2.33), (2.39) and (2 
« i j -
/ 1 /M(E') rfv'^v IHF. 
3 
6. . - W. 
M^EjT 
ij D(E^)D(E^)y M(Ei) ^ ^ V V 
(2.79) 
63). 
Unfortunately the presence of the integration weight W^ in the 
matrix element (2.79) destroys the symmetry of the matrix and Wood and 
Kumar et al (1973) have found it advisable to define the symmetric 
matrix 
H(w) = C W2(w) C" and the modified eigenvector X(w) = C H'(w) 
where C is the diagonal matrix 
the left of (2.78) by C , Wood has 
After multiplication on 
H(w)X(w) = ic^(w)X(w) . 
Both Wood and Kumar et al assume a real $(0,E^) , independent 
of frequency, in the expansion (2.75). The candidate feels that this 
is an assumption which could lead to a significant discrepancy between 
theory and experiment. In most experimental configurations the z = 0 
boundary flux $(0,E,w) is obtained by slowing down a fast modulated 
neutron beam with a thermalizing tank. The flux emerging from the tank 
will, in fact, be frequency dependent and, in the above discrete energy 
formalism, a vector with complex elements. The phase shift due to 
passage through the thermalizing tank will vary from energy group to 
energy group, even in the thermal range. 
For this reason, the candidate embarked on an attempt to simulate 
the wave experiments in polycrystalline moderators by explicitly 
calculating the z = 0 boundary flux that may be expected to emerge 
from a thermalizing tank. This resulted in the first spatially 
heterogeneous treatment of the polycrystal wave experiments. The 
following chapter concerns the mathematical method used to achieve 
that objective. 
CHAPTER 3 
NEUTRON WAVES IN SPATIALLY HETEROGENEOUS ASSEMBLIES 
3.1 Spatial Heterogeneity in the Wave Experiment 
At the conclusion of Chapter 2 it was stated that, to date, all 
detailed energy dependent calculations of wave propagation in poly-
crystalline moderators were flawed by oversimple characterizations of 
the flux at the front face of the test assembly, (the z = 0 boundary 
flux). No attempt had been made to predict in detail the real and 
imaginary components of the spectrum emerging from the thermalizing 
tank commonly used to pre-process a fast modulated source. A purely 
real Maxwellian source was routinely used in calculations despite the 
demonstration of Wood (1969 A) of the sensitivity of the system to the 
input spectrum. 
Also, it has been a usual practice in calculations to assume a 
semi-infinite test assembly so excluding the end effects to be expected 
in the actual finite assembly. 
Now it is a common experimental procedure (Takahashi 1972, Ritchie 
and Whittlestone 1972) to compensate for residual fast neutrons emerging 
from the thermalizer tank by doing a measurement twice; once with a 
cadmium filter sheet inserted between the tank and the assembly, and a 
second time with the cadmium removed (Figure 1). The thin sheet of 
cadmium is highly opaque to thermal neutrons but it permits epi-thermal 
neutrons to penetrate through to the polycrystalline assembly. A simple 
subtraction of the detector rates of the first run from the rates of the 
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PIGITRE 1: Schematic Diagram of Typical Thermal Neutron 
Wave Experiment 
thermal z = 0 boundary flux. 
If one doubts the validity of assuming a Maxwellian boundary flux 
and turns therefore to the complexity of a heterogeneous calculation 
with an explicit description of the fast neutron source and the thermal-
izing tank, then one may as well go further and model the cadmium filter. 
The experimental procedure could be emulated theoretically with a double 
run approach with filter in and then out. The effectiveness of the epi-
cadmium source subtraction could then be assessed. 
In the spirit of matching experimental operations with a calculational 
equivalent one can employ a similar method of data parameterization. 
Thus the same least squares fitting operation used to obtain measured 
wave propagation parameters can be applied to parameterize theoretical 
detector rates. 
The candidate used two methods to describe the propagation of waves 
in the heterogeneous assembly of tank, filter and polycrystalline 
assembly. The first, a transfer matrix theory, met with failure and was 
abandoned (perhaps prematurely) and the other, a multigroup and spatial 
finite difference technique, had some measure of success. The transfer 
matrix method will be described briefly since recent independent work 
by Dodds and Robinson (1972) has established the basic soundness of the 
method. They have demonstrated procedures that overcome the numerical 
problems encountered by the candidate. 
3.2 The Transfer Matrix Method 
The diffusion theory expression (2.42) for the frequency dependent 
complex reaction rate R(z,w) was derived for a homogeneous assembly 
finite in the z direction. This was a solution obtained by operating 
on the left hand boundary solutions with the elements of a 2 x 2 
transfer matrix of operators, ^ (z,w) . The information required to 
determine fully the left hand boundary solution came from knowledge of 
what was happening at the far right of the assembly (Eq. 2.44). This 
approach is readily generalized to multiple slab problems. 
Aronson and Yarmush (1966) demonstrated that continuity of flux 
and current at interfaces between homogeneous slabs of differing materials 
implied that a transfer operator can be made up for a heterogeneous 
stack of homogeneous slabs by simply taking the operator product of the 
diffusion theory transfer operators associated with each slab. That is 
to say, the solution in the i^^ homogeneous slab z^ ^ z > z^^^ is 
(with no external sources) 
J(z,w)> 
$(z,w)> 










The i^^ slab left interface solution col(|J(z^,w)>, |<i>(ẑ ,w)>) 
is in turn generated by operating on the left interface solution of the 
previous slab, col(|J(z^"'^,w)>, |$(z^?w)>) with the (i-1)^^ slab's, 
transfer operator, - w) . This process can be continued 
right across the stack to the left hand boundary, z^, on which the 
external source impinges. 








The transfer operators in (3.2) can be written in the form (2.A9) 
If a unitary operator such as ^ in (2.61) could be found which 
symmetrizes theig^(w) operator of the i^^ slab, then the spectral 
basis {K:^(W)} of the symmetrized operator ^¿^(W) could be used to 
write the spectral form of as 
(3.3) 
where all operators on the left hand side of (3.3) can be regarded as 
carrying the superscript i and the spectral forms 
^ ^ ' 'w; 
(3.4) 
^^(z,w) = "i |^(K ,W)> cosh K (w)z <Y(K^ W)
and /p^(z,w) = |I(K^,w)> K^(w) sinh K^(W)Z <4'(K^,W) 
Equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) can be taken by workers such as 
Wood and Kumar et al., who have constructed efficient computer programmes 
for finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors of complex symmetric matrices, 
as a recipe for generalizing their spectral expansion solutions to 
heterogeneous slab geometry. 
The candidate did not develop an eigenvalue computer programme but, 
instead, devised a multigroup representation of the solution (3.2). 
That is to say, a representation of (3.2) was obtained with respect to 








<E*|E> = e^(E) , the step function defined in (2.74). The weighting 
function P(E) was chosen to be /̂G in the epi-thermal range and 
Maxwellian in the thermal range with a bridging function joining the 
two segments smoothly. 
In this representation (as in any other finite discrete representation), 
the transfer operators g^(Z) in (3.2) become 2N x 2N matrices, 
E^(Z) , and the vector col(|j>,|$>) a 2N column vector. The transfer 
matrices were obtained by first calculating E^(Az) , for small Az , 
from the matrix version of the power series definition (2.17), 
Az- ,2 E^(w,Az) = I - Az L(w) + ̂  L^(w -
up to 7 terms. 
(3.6) 
The matrix L(w) = L (w) in (3.6) is 
0 A (w) 
B^ 0 
The semi-group property 
2 
E^(Az) = e'-(2AZ) (3.7) 
was then exploited repeatedly to power up to full slab width. 
The left hand boundary solution col(| J(z\w) ,$(z\w)] was 
determined using the multigroup representation equivalents of (2.44) and 
(2.46). This involved the inversion of the multigroup representation 
of which proved to be an operation subject to considerable 
computational round-off error, even in double precision arithmetic. 
While the inversion was possible in a two group representation, as 
indeed were all other operations required for the two group solution, 
it was not possible in a 28 group representation due to excessive round-
off. Between 20 to 30 groups were thought desirable for a detailed 
simulation of the experiment. 
The inversion round-off is unavoidable because of the character 
of the transfer matrix whose elements involve cosh KZ and sinh KZ 
functions which increase with z . Also, the transfer matrices operate 
on boundary solutions to produce flux and current vectors whose elements 
decrease with z . In order to generate the solution across the assembly, 
one seeks increasingly small differences between increasingly large 
numbers. 
While the transfer matrix method exposed the essential character 
of the solution in a very direct way, it appeared to be flawed as a 
practical procedure and it was abandoned in favour of a spatial finite 
difference method. 
The candidate was unaware that Dodds and Robinson (1972) had 
encountered similar problems and had found a way around them by re-
writing (3.1) as 






While Dodds and Robinson discussed the prediliction of J' and(f 
to round-off errors in terms of the degenerate one group representations 
of both operators, one may use the insight gained by the explicit form 
of ̂  » (2.A9) to demonstrate the general property 
c/[cosh(^z)] ^cX -(S^^VtanhC^z) 
[coshC^z)]"^ 
The transmission operators ̂ ^ ^ and decrease with increasing 
z and the reflection operators 2 ^^^ towards with 
increasing z . Numerical stability is gained at the expense of 
complicated doubling relationships which replace the simple transfer 
matrix doubling relationship, (3.7). 
However they have been able to generalize the method to handle slab 
transport problems and, using a multigroup and Carlson S^ representation, 
they have carried out successful spatially heterogeneous, 5 energy group, 
S4 wave calculations in complex arithmetic (Dodds et al. 1972). They 
have not applied their method to the simulation of wave experiments in 
polycrystalline assemblies. 
3.3 The Finite Difference Method 
The approximation of the spatial variation of neutron flux by finite 
difference methods has, for two decades, been the standard approach to 
space dependent reactor calculations (Wachspress 1966). 
The only reason it has not been used before in the simulation of 
wave experiments in polycrystalline assemblies must surely be that other 
workers have hoped to model the experiment by calculating only the complex 
neutron flux in the homogeneous test assembly and guessing at the 
boundary spectrum. In a spatially homogeneous assembly the incentive 
for discrete approximation of the spatial variable is not great. It 
seems advisable to seek a discrete representation, however, when the full 
configuration of thermalizing tank, cadmium filter and test assembly is 
modelled. 
The extension of the usual finite difference techniques to a 
calculation of neutron fluxes with real and imaginary components is 
not commonly seen but it is straight forward, provided one can use an 
efficient complex arithmetic FORTRAN compiler on a big computer. 
The standard procedure was followed whereby the total assembly is 
divided into a finite number of segments i = 1, ...., M of width A^ 
inside of which the operators j i ^ M and ¿g^ are spatially independent. 
The boundaries of these segments are located at z = z^ (left hand 
M Mfl M M 
boundary) , . . . . , z . At z = z + A , the extrapolated right hand 
boundary, the flux is assumed to be zero. Internal material boundaries 
(z = z^^, z = z^2 for the tank-filter-assembly configuration) coincide 
with the i = I 
1 
i = segment boundaries. 
Integrating the first equation of the system (2.36) over the two 
i-l Ai 
half segments included between z ^ — ^^^ ^ Y " ^^^ assuming 
for generality a material interface at z , one has 
i i . 1 
r 
i 1 
z + 2 > - J z -• 2 
> + 
i-1 
$^(w)> = |q^(w)> 
i+1 
where A^ $^(w)> = <i»(z ,w)>dz 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 




so that the current kets in (3.9) can be approximated by 
- 1 
and 










Substituting the approximations (3.11) and the explicit form (2.37) 













$ (w)> = Air 
2 <»0 2 
i=l, ,M 
(3.12) 
The system (3.12) has been written with all the operators having 
diagonal kernels appearing on the left hand side of the equation and the 
non-diagonal scattering operator on the right hand side. The right hand 
side term is to be regarded as an inscatter source. 
The boundary condition at the right hand side of the system is simply 
$ (w)> = 0 . 
The left hand boundary condition (2.46) is included by integrating 
the first equation of the system (2.36) over the half segment z^ (z = 0 
in the notation of Chapter 2) to z^ + ~ . This leads to the appearance 
in the i = 1 equivalent of (3.9) of a term 
w > - |j(z\w)> . The boundary condition (2.46) 
together with a finite difference approximation is used to write this 
term as 
+ S> 
The external source term h S is taken to the right hand side of (3.12) 
to be included into the scattering source. 
The system (3.12) is the operator and vector generalization of the 






"®M-1 ^M-1 'tî-I 
$ M M 
(3.13) 
and the equally well known method of Gaussian elimination (forward 
elimination - backward substitution) used to solve (3.13) can be readily 
generalized to solve (3.12) (Wachspress 1966). 
One must first, however, obtain the representation of the system 
(3.12) with respect to some finite approximate discrete basis. The basis 
chosen should have the property that the representations of the operators 
on the left hand side of (3.12) remain diagonal. Of the finite bases 
discussed previously only the discrete energy basis (2.74) and the multi-
group basis (3.5) satisfy this restriction. The candidate has chosen 
the multigroup basis. 
In an N group multigroup representation the system (3.12) becomes 
a set of NM equations. The solution for high energy fluxes is 
particularly simple as there is no scattering into high energy groups 
from lower energies. This section of the system of equations can be 
solved in one pass down through the epithermal groups, beginning at the 
highest energy. The spatial dependence of the fluxes for each epithermal 
group is solved by one forward elimination - backward substitution pass 
through the tri-diagonal system associated with that group, the right 
hand side source term having been previously determined by calculation 
of the fluxes of groups with higher energies. 
At the end of this epithermal stage one has the final values for 
down scatter from fast groups which are then included as fixed contribu-
tions to the source terms in the calculation of the thermal fluxes. The 
remaining contribution from other thermal groups to the inscatter source 
terms of the thermal groups is firstly guessed at and then refined by 
iteration. Repeated outer iteration passes are made until satisfactory 
approximate convergence takes place. One outer iteration is defined to 
be the spatial solution by a forward elimination - backward substitution 
pass for each of the thermal groups using the inscatter sources of the 
previous iteration. 
Satisfactory convergence is defined to occur when 
C (j) - C .„(j) < C where 
max min 
C (i) = Max (or Min) of 
max ^ 
/ . s i=l,...., N 
(or m m ) „ m g=U, M 
¿à 4>^(j) ^ m 
¿BB ' ̂  «^^(j-l) 
ê o 
where <I>̂ (j) is the iterate of < E g | $ S and U is the first 
group into which upscatter is possible. In most runs C was set to 
10-^ . 
Convergence was slow in the systems studied due mainly to the low 
absorption cross sections of the polycrystalline moderators. The number 
of thermal groups, (M - U + 1), used in the calculation was 22 or less 
but because the group fluxes were complex numbers one was, in effect, 
attempting a calculation equivalent to a normal 44 thermal group 
problem. 
A number of standard convergence acceleration techniques are 
available (Wachspress 1966) from which the candidate selected a simple 
version of the * coarse mesh rebalance' procedure (Dorsey and Froehlich 
1967). 
As normally used, this particle conserving re-normalization algorithm 
is periodically switched in between thermal iterations. An 'ad hoc' 
recipe evolved during this work whereby rebalancing was applied after 
each of the first 20 - 30 iterations and switched out for the remaining 
40 to 60 further iterations required for convergence. Several hundred 
iterations were typically required when coarse mesh rebalancing was not 
applied. 
The intention of rebalancing is to multiply each thermal flux value 
at each mesh point with a scaling factor to improve the approximation 
and neutron balance. The group dependent complex scaling factors are 
assumed to be the same for all fine mesh points lying within a coarse 
spatial mesh defined by chosing selected points of the fine mesh. For 
example, in the tank - filter - BeO moderator configuration studied a 
fine mesh of 70 points was used. From this mesh 5 points were selected 
to define a coarse mesh with the first coarse interval spanning the 
thermalizing tank, the second the filter and the last two both halves 
of the polycrystalline moderator. 
k The objective is to find the scaling factors d which multiply o 
into the group fluxes (l)̂ (j) (where the coarse mesh is indexed by S 
k = 1, K and i e k^^ coarse mesh interval) prior to proceeding 
to the j + k^^ iteration. 
The scaling factors are obtained by solving the system of equations 
that results from the integration of the first equation of (2.36) over 
each of the coarse mesh regions. Assuming a constant fine mesh interval 
k th 
A inside the k coarse mesh interval, the coarse mesh system to be 
solved is 
m -1 + w -1 .1+1 > + A $ > 
(3.14) 
where z^ + is the left hand boundary of the coarse mesh region and 
J ^ A 
z + — 
k+1 
is the right hand boundary. 
The scaling factors are introduced in this formalism as diagonal 
operators ^ . Their representations with respect to the multigroup 
basis are 
<Eg|j^|Eg'> = d^ 6gg* and they operate on the iterates 
of the fine mesh fluxes to give the following expressions for the flux 




When the expressions (3.15) are substituted into the multigroup 
representation of (3.1A) and the epithermal (g=l, U-1) scaling 
factors are set equal to 1 a system of equations of order K(M-U+1) 
k 
is formed with unknowns d (k=l, ...,, ; g=U, M) which is not 
too large for direct inversion. A standard complex arithematic Gauss-
Jordan elimination routine was used to perform the inversion operation. 
Another strategy which reduced computing time significantly was to 
string together calculations for a series of frequencies. The frequencies 
w^ were spaced about 100 Hz. apart and the thermal flux obtained for 
w^ was used as a first guess for the outer iteration flux calculation 
for . Fluxes for each group, space point and frequency were 
stored on magnetic disc for later editing and processing. In Chapter 5 
and 6 detailed results of the finite difference wave calculations are 
presented. In Chapter 4 the nuclear data used in the calculations are 
described. 
3.4 Equivalent Diffusion Theory Parameters for Thin Filters 
It is well known that diffusion theory is unsuitable for the 
determination of fluxes inside and at the interfaces of thin highly 
absorbing slabs. Unfortunately the cadmium filters used in wave 
experiments are less than one centimetre wide and at thermal energies 
they are highly opaque to neutrons. Short of abandoning the diffusion 
theory approach and escalating to the full complexity of a transport 
theory calculation one must fall back on some of the well established 
methods of modifying the diffusion parameters of the thin absorber so 
as to reproduce a known transport theory solution. 
Henry (1959) has given expressions for effective diffusion 
coefficients and absorption cross sections which preserve the same 
relationships between scalar flux and current at left and right hand 
boundaries of an absorbing but nonscattering slab as are to be obtained 
from a rigorous transport theory solution. He further has suggested 
expressions compatible with the finite difference approximation of 
section [3.3] and recommends that the mesh spacing A should be half 
t , the thickness of the filter. As the ratio of the absorption cross 
section to the scattering cross section of Cadmium at 0.1 eV is ~ 200 
it was felt that equivalent parameter theory for a nonscattering 
absorber was applicable. 
Henry's expressions for effective fine group diffusion parameters 
are 
2 slnh(k A) 
s 
A tanh(k t) 
and Ea ~ g 
2D* 
(3.16) 
cosh(k A) - 1 g 
where k = — cosh ^ 
g t 
1 - 2 E3(Zg) 
g ° 2(1 + 3 E^(Zg)j ' 
b = g 
1 + 2 E3(Zg) 
(I + 3 E^CZg) 
and Z = Za t . E^(Z) and E,(Z) are the exponential integrals 






The expressions (3.16) were used to modify cadmium cross sections 
obtained from the cross sections data sources described in Chapter 4. 
CHAPTER 4 
MODERATOR NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS : IMPLICATIONS FOR EXPERIMENT 
4.1 Data Preparation 
In order to carry out the calculations described in Chapters 5 and 
6 using the finite difference theory derived in Chapter 3, neutron cross 
section data sets were required for graphite, beryllium oxide, polyeth-
ylene ([CH2] ) and cadmium. Moreover, as it was intended to model not 
n 
only wave propagation of thermal neutrons in the Ritchie-Whittlestone 
BeO assembly but also the slowing down phenomena in their source 
thermalizing polyethylene assembly, cross sections were required for 
neutron energies up to the MeV energy region. 
While most cross section libraries prepared with reactor calculations 
7 -3 in mind span the energy range 10 to 10 eV, the special requirments 
of wave calculations in polycrystalline moderators demand data sets for 
-4 
energies down to 10 eV. This is a consequence of the significant role 
accorded sub-Bragg neutrons in high frequency experiments. 
The candidate constructed 120 group libraries spanning 10^ eV to 
9.358 X eV (lethargies 0.0 to 30.0) with constant group lethargy 
widths of Au = 0.25 for C12, BeO, (CH2)^ and Cd . This work was 
carried out concurrently with a general update of the A.A.E.C. moderator 
cross section libraries used for reactor calculations. 
Epithermal P^ and P^ group scattering matrices and associated 
group cross sections and parameters (total scatter, o^ ; average 
laboratory frame scattering cosine, y) were prepared from U.K.A.E.A. 
data files using the A.A.E.C. BOMBO programs (B.E. Clancy - private 
communication). 
The BOMBO programs process U.K.A.E.A, Winfrith data tapes (Norton 
1968) to provide group averaged elastic scattering matrices weighted 
with Legendre polynomials up to 3rd order. They also calculate 
transport corrected P^ inelastic scattering matrices which are added 
to PQ elastic matrices. Finally, if required, composite epithermal 
scattering matrices for molecular moderators are generated. 
Thermal scattering matrices and associated group cross sections 
» 
and parameters were prepared from ENDF (Honeck 1965) scattering laws 
expressed in the S(a,3) formalism of Egelstaff and Schofield (1962). 
The group to group transfer matrices were extracted from the S(a,3) 
tabulations by the PIXSE program (MacDougall 1963). 
Thermal and epithermal cross sections and matrices were joined 
together with MERGER, a program written by the candidate. The join was 
at 2.3 eV for both BeO and C12 and at 1.0 eV for (CH2)^. MERGER smoothed 
out cross section and scattering matrix discontinuities at the joining 
energy with bridging spline fits. 
Elastic coherent Bragg scattering cross sections were required for 
BeO and C12. These were obtained from BOLECS, a program written by the 
candidate and G.D. Trimble which is similar in structure to the program 
HEXSCAT (Naliboff and Koppel 1964) and which is based on identical well 
known theory (Amaldi 1959, Williams 1966). 
Ritchie (1970) has drawn attention to the fact that the polycrystalline 
BeO used in A.A.E.G. experiments has an average grain size of 18 ym and 
may be expected to exhibit an elastic coherent scattering cross section 
significantly lower than that of an ideal zero grain size polycrystal. 
He attributes this effect to the primary extinction phenomena described 
by Bacon (1962) and finds confirmation in the experiments of Zhezherun 
et al. (1964). Those authors reported measurements of the scattering 
cross section of BeO as a function of energy for samples with grain 
sizes ranging from 8 ym to 29 ym. The candidate has interpolated an 
energy dependent correction function and applied it multiplicatively to 
the ideal polycrystal elastic coherent scattering cross section 
calculated by BOLECS. The extinction corrected cross section is given 
by : 
Corrected o^^ (u) = (3.256 - 0.12u) (u) [Ideal polycrystal] 
for 18.5 < u < u„ 
a 
= [Ideal polycrystal] otherwise , 
where u = lethargy 
and Ug = lethargy of the Bragg cut-off. 
The most extreme effect of the correction was in the group just 
above the Bragg cut-off, (21.5 < u < u^ = 21.75) where the correction 
factor was 0.661 at the mid-group lethargy. The correction factor trends 
towards unity at higher energies (lower lethargies). The extinction 
adjustment to BeO transport cross sections has lead to improved agreement 
between X - B^ calculations and measurements in A.A.E.G. BeO assemblies 
(Ritchie et al. 1970). 
The candidate is unaware of any experimental study of the coherent 
elastic scattering cross section of C12 as a function of crystal grain 
size. Therefore there has been no attempt to obtain grain size information 
from workers who have carried out wave measurements in graphite or to 
apply an extinction adjustment to the ideal C12 polycrystal cross sections. 
Multigroup values for calculated ideal polycrystal C12 and 
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FIGURE 2, Multigroup microscopic transport cross sections 
of Beryllium Oxide (extinction corrected) and Graphite 
The cross sections plotted are a thermal energy subset of the 120 group 
sets described above. 
Group absorption cross sections for the 120 group sets were obtained 
from the U.K.A.E.A. Winfrith data tapes using the BOMB program (G. Doherty 
- Private communication). 
The 120 group data was assembled in a form suitable for group 
collapsing with the group data preparation program GYMEA (Pollard and 
Robinson 1966). GYMEA collapsed the BeO, (CH2)^ and Cd fine group 
data over a Westcott spectrum (Maxwellian joined to an epithermal 1/E 
spectrum) down to 29 group data sets spanning lethargies 2.0 to 30.0. 
The condensed group structure is given in Appendix A. 
The 29 group cadmium cross sections were adjusted using the theory 
of Section 3.4 for a cadmium filter thickness as used in the Ritchie-
Whittlestone experiments of 0.273 cm. The scattering cross section of 
cadmium was so small compared with the adjusted absorption and transport 
cross sections that it was considered reasonable to set every element 
of the Cd scattering matrix used in the finite difference calculations 
to zero. 
4.2 Data Sources 
The ENDF/B S(a,3) scattering laws used to prepare multigroup 
scattering matrices came from the following sources : 
(a) BeO : The thermal scattering law was computed at Gulf General 
Atomic (GGA) using the program GASKET (Koppel et al. 1966) which employs 
the incoherent approximation. Weighted phonon frequency spectra for 
Be and 0 atoms (Borgonovi 1968) were used as input to GASKET, the 
spectra being obtained from lattice dynamical shell model calculations 
consistent with the results of elastic constant measurements, Raman 
and infra red spectroscopy measurements and neutron scattering experi-
ments. 
(b) (CH2)^ : The thermal scattering law was computed at GGA using 
a modified version of the GGA program GAKER (Honeck 1961) which accepted 
as input a phonon frequency spectrum that was calculated (Koppel and 
Young 1965) by lumping a theoretical distributed frequency spectrum into 
four discrete oscillators. 
(c) C12 (graphite) : The thermal scattering law was calculated at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory using GASKET with a phonon frequency 
spectrum calculated from a lattice dynamical model by Young and Koppel 
(1965). 
4.3 Calculated Continuous Spectra ; Implications for Experiment 
Equipped with a cross section set for a moderator one can readily 
delineate on the complex K plane the continuous component of the 
diffusion theory K spectrum. The continuum K(W) = A(w) + iC(w) 
with smallest real part (which will be written a*(w)) is of particular 
interest. It will be recalled from the discussion of Sections 2.A and 
2.6 that should a detailed simulation of wave attenuation in a moderating 
assembly lead to an apparently asymptotic spatial attenuation coefficient 
a > a* over some spatial range then this can be considered as only pseudo 
asymptotic decay. At large distances from the source what had appeared 
to be an asymptotic attenuation coefficient will commence to again show 
spatial dependence and will eventually fall towards a* . 
If, however, in a detailed finite difference simulation there 
emerges at some distance from the source aysmptotic decay with 
attenuation coefficient a < a* , then this is genuine asymptotic decay. 
The calculated a should be equivalent to the real part of the funda-
mental eigenvalue K^ of the matrix W(w) (Equation 2,78). That is 
provided the same multigroup data set is used in the finite difference 
calculation as in the matrix eigenvalue calculation. 
To obtain the diffusion theory continuous k spectrum it is 
necessary to return to the eigenvalue equation (2.60). The components 
of the symmetrised diffusion wave operator (w) are given in equation 
(2.61) for the zero transverse buckling case. The finite transverse 
buckling extention of (2.61) is, using the 1st equation of (2.37) and 
also (2.39), 
^ ( w ) = ^ ( w ) + Bi] 
Thus c^^ can be written as the sum of two operators : 
(P^ + bJ which is normal and diagonal, and (P^ = 
which is symmetric and completely continuous. Corngold (1965), in a 
review of the spectral properties of transport operators, invoked a 
theorem due to Weyl and von Neumann which stated that, if ¿/^ is a 
normal operator and ^ adjoint completely continuous 
operator, the spectrum oi^^ and^^ is simply the same as the 
continuous spectrum ot ̂ ^ ^ . 
Applying this theorem to the operators (p^ it is seen 
A 
that the continuous spectrum of is the same as the continuous 
spectrum of ^ ^ ; i.e., k given by 
¿B^iyj) + B^ - K^ = 0 or, in the energy representation (using 2.33 
and 2.39), 
+ b2 (4.1) K^ = (a + = ^ D(E) 
The continuum condition (4.1) was first explicitly given by Ohanian 
et al. (1967) although it was implicit in many earlier papers. The 
condition can be readily solved for a and 5 using an iterative 
procedure such as the Newton-Raphson method. 
The lower limit, a*(w) , of the real part of the continuum defined 
by equation (4.1) corresponds in polycrystals BeO and C12 to the energy 
immediately below the Bragg cut-off, E^ . So, strictly speaking, v^ 
and point cross section values evaluated at E^ should be used to 
calculate a* from equation (4.1). 
However, the candidate has used instead the multigroup data 
described in sections 4.1 and 4.2 to calculate a* as this data was 
subsequently used in detailed finite difference diffusion wave calculations 
The whole point of determining the diffusion continuum lower limit was 
to obtain an estimate for the frequency at which pseudo-asymptotic 
behaviour could be expected to occur in the detailed calculations. Thus 
the diffusion theory a*(w) was calculated using the cross section values 
and the group velocity of the group immediately below the Bragg cut-off. 
These values are given in Appendix B, part (b). 
While the emphasis of this thesis is on the diffusion theory of 
wave propagation, it was of interest to determine, in passing, the 
transport theory elastic continua predicted by Duderstadt (1968, 1969) 
and Utsuro (1968, 1969) and the sub-Bragg continuum limit min 
predicted by earlier authors. Transport theory continua have been 
calculated by a number of workers for the graphite experiments but, 
at least in the case of elastic continua, not for the BeO experiments. 
Duderstadt (1969) has demonstrated that the Boltzmann wave 
operator for polycrystalline media possesses an elastic k continuum 
consisting of all k satisfying the implicit eigenvalue equation 
1 2Tr 
-1 o 
iw + vZ^(v) + iv(l-y')'^(B^ cos ij;' + B sin - Ky'v 
-1 
.vE = h(K,i|;,y,v,w) (4.2) 
V € CVg,oo) 
where h(K,i|;,]j,v,w) 
2tt 
E ̂  ( V, ' , y '-̂ij;, y ) k ( V, ij; \ y \ w ) d ' d y ' 
¿I'o (4.3) 
Substituting (4.3) into (4.2) leads, after some manipulation, to a more 
transparent explicit eigenvalue equation of the form (2.29) differing 
only from (2.29) in that the elastic scattering kernel ' ,y'-»-lii ,y) 
replaces the general kernel ,y*->i|;,y) . 
Duderstadt (1968) has determined the elastic continuum for graphite 
using the isotropic kernel 
= I^(v) (4.4) 
and a simple analytic form of 2^(v) . Substitution of this kernel 
into (4.3) and evaluation of the integrals over ip* and y' leads to 
the simplified implicit eigenvalue equation 
1 -
2 (v) e 
2/K2 - B2 
In 
IW + E^.(v) + /K2 - B2 
Z^(v) - /k2 - b2 
= 0 (A.5) 
V e [Vg,oo) 
Utsuro (1968, 1969) drew attention back to the fact that Bragg 
scattering is highly anisotropic and he determined the elastic 
continuum for graphite for the extreme situation of scattering by 
tr radians at all energies, 
i.e., = Z (v)6(y + - + tt) (4.6) 
Substituting (4.6) into the explicit elastic eigenvalue equation leads 
quickly to the condition 
— + ^^(y) V t 
2 
- Z^(v) - U< + i/l-y^ (B cos + B sin ip) X y 
2 
= 0 
y € C-1,13, ip e [0,2tt], v e [Vg,») 
The candidate has solved both (4.5) and (4.7) for the Ritchie-
Whittlestone BeO assembly using the non-linear systems minimisation 
routine NSOlA (Powell, 1968). The cross sections used were those 
described in sections 4.1 and 4.2 giving a considerably more realistic 
description of Bragg and inelastic scattering than the highly idealised 
model used by Duderstadt in his C12 calculations. 
In particular, the values of the cross sections which define the 
lower limit of the real part of the elastic continuum, a*^ , are given 
in Appendix B, part (d). 
The frequency dependence of the lower limits, a* , of the various 
continua calculated are displayed in Figure 3 together with the experimental 
values of Ritchie and T^ittlestone. 
Referring to that figure, it is seen that the intersection of the 
experimental point spectrum and the diffusion theory continuum occurs 
approximately at 240 Hz. and it is suggested that this may be a critical 
frequency in the detailed diffusion theory simulation of the BeO 
experiments. The value of arrived at can be considered in 
conjunction with the results of Wood (1971) who calculated space 
dependent wave parameters for the A.A.E.G. BeO experiments at the 
frequency values 52.5, 159.5, 325.9 and 506.1 Hz. Only at the lowest 
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limit and elastic continuum limits of Duderstadt (1968) and 
Utsuro (1968) 
of these frequencies, Wood asserted, did the wave parameters appear to 
tend towards asymptotic values and, even then, only at distances 
greater than 70 cm. from the source. Wood used a transverse buckling 
-3 -2 
of 4.83 X 10 cm which is slightly lower than the density normalized 
value recommended by the experimentalists and used by the candidate. 
He also used a BeO scattering model based on the Sinclair phonon spectrum 
while the candidate used the Borgonovi spectrum. 
Later BeO calculations by Wood and Lawrence (1971) demonstrated 
the interference effects characteristic of highly non-asymptotic decay 
for 490 < w < 1400 Hz and 25 < z < 55 cm. 
If the present diffusion continuum calculations and the space 
dependent calculations of Wood appear to suggest a critical frequency 
lying between 100 and 500 Hz., the experimental results indicate a higher 
critical frequency (at least for 10 < z < 45 cm) at about 520 Hz. Above 
that frequency the experimental data as exhibited in Figure 3 shows clear 
evidence of spatial dependence in the measured attenuation coefficients. 
It is interesting to speculate on whether non-asymptotic behaviour 
did occur in the experiment below 520 Hz. but to an extent insufficient 
to satisfy the experimental criteria for such behaviour. Examination 
of the errors on a(w) quoted by Ritchie and Whittlestone show a steady 
growth of Aa from 1.2% at 399.1 Hz. to 2.5% at 522.0 Hz. 
Certainly, one must agree with Ritchie and Whittlestone that there 
is no confirmation in their results of non-asymptotic behaviour to the 
degree predicted by Wood at frequencies below 500 Hz. Wood has a(z) 
varying by about 6% over the z - range 10 - 40 cm for w = 325.9 Hz. 
and about 11% over the range 9 - 35 cm for w = 506.1 Hz. 
Returning to Figure 3, it is evident that all experimental values 
of a , however low the frequency, exceed the transport theory sub-Bragg 
continuum limit, ^^^ , by a large margin. This is true also of 
many of the graphite experiments, a point that has been made earlier in 
a number of papers (e.g., Takahashi and Sumita 1968 A, Duderstadt 1968). 
Again it should be noted that the limit is associated with a particular 
neutron direction and velocity while experimental attenuation coefficients 
are determined by angle and energy integrating detectors. 
This last comment should be borne in mind also when considering 
elastic continua, particularly that predicted by the Utsuro model. This 
consideration would tend to discount as fortuitous the near coincidence 
observed in Figure 3 of Utsuro's continuum and the onset of experimental 
non-asymptotic behaviour. The coincidence is, however, provocative. 
While the lower limit a* is the most relevant feature of any 
wave continuum, it is of interest to observe the total structure of the 
BeO K spectrum (Figure 4) for at least one frequency value, the critical 
experimental value w = 522 Hz. The lower continuum limits, a* , 
presented in Figure 3 were determined from a series of such structures 
on the complex plane. 
The candidate has also delineated the transport theory and multi-
group diffusion theory k spectra at various frequencies for the 100 x 
100 X 140 cm graphite assembly of Takahashi and Sumita (1968 A,B). The 
frequency dependent continuum limits a* have been presented in Figure 5 
together with the experimental values of a . The detailed Bragg and 
inelastic scattering models described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 were used 
in these calculations and the particular cross section values which 
determined a* are given in Appendix B. Again, the multigroup cross 
3=0*10 
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(1968). Transverse dimensions 100 x 100 cm 
sections used in the detailed space dependent diffusion calculations of 
Chapter 5 were used to determine the diffusion theory a* for the 
reasons given above. The close packed point spectrum of the multigroup 
diffusion wave operator was considered, as in the BeO calculation, to 
be an adequate representation of the continuous diffusion spectrum. 
The experimental values of a coincide with the diffusion continuum 
at 200 Hz. Takahashi and Sumita (1968 A) obtain a value of A20 Hz for 
the same critical frequency. They appear to assume a value of just 
below the Bragg cut-off of 0.0A69 cm ^ whereas the candidate has calculated 
for the group just below the cut-off as 0.0287 cm Kumar et al. 
(1973) find that the experimental points coincide with the lower limit 
of their multigroup approximation to the diffusion continuum at about 
100 Hz. although they acknowledge that their calculations were done for 
-3 
a graphite density of 1.6 g cm whereas the experimental values (and 
-3 
the candidates calculations) are for p = 1.7 g cm 
There appears to be a significant growth in the experimental error 
on a above 300 Hz which is consistent with the evidence of non-asymptotic 
behaviour in the experimental amplitude versus frequency plots above 320 Hz. 
These plots which were produced by Fourier analysis of experimental 
pulse propagation data exhibit peaks and valleys above that frequency 
indicative of interference effects. 
CHAPTER 5 
WAVE PROPAGATION IN HOMOGENEOUS POLYCRYSTALLINE ASSEMBLIES 
5,1 How Useful are Homogeneous Models of Wave Experiments? 
The measurements of wave propagation in BeO by Ritchie and 
Whittlestone (1972, 1973) and of propagation in graphite by Takahashi 
and Sumita (1968 A,B) were carried out in homogeneous assemblies of 
polycrystalline moderator. However, both groups derived their thermal 
neutron input beam by first passing a fast neutron beam through either 
polyethylene (Ritchie-Whittlestone) or through lead and paraffin 
(Takahashi-Sumita). Ideally, these thermalizing assemblies transform 
the initially fast source into a thermal beam suitable for input to the 
moderator and which, at all frequencies, has a Maxwellian energy spectrum 
iwt 
in phase at all energies. An in-phase Maxwellian (i.e., S(E,t) = M(E)e ) 
is to be distinguished from an out-of phase Maxwellian, 
S(E.t) = + . 
Previous detailed analyses of these experiments [Wood (1969), Wood 
and Lawrence (1971) and Kumar et al. (1973)] have assumed that the 
experimentalists achieved this ideal and they have calculated the wave 
propagation in a homogeneous polycrystalline assembly that results from 
an in-phase Maxwellian source at the front face. Furthermore, they have 
assumed a semi-infinite assembly although it is evident from the treatment 
of Chapter 2 (Sections 2.6 and 2.7) that the spectral expansion represent-
ation favoured by these authors could readily be applied to the finite 
assembly expression for the detector reaction rate, equation (2.51). 
It was shown in Chapter 3 (see comment following equation 3.4), 
however, that the spectral expansion of the reaction rate observed in a 
heterogeneous finite assembly (e.g., thermalizer tank-moderator) is 
fairly complicated and it is understandable that earlier workers have 
not attempted calculations using it. 
The finite difference method, developed in Chapter 3, for solving 
the diffusion wave equation experiences no similar escalation of 
difficulty in moving from homogeneous assembly calculations to hetero-
geneous assembly calculations. The only added difficulties reside in 
the provision of the extra neutron cross section input data and possible 
increases in the computer time required for solution convergence. The 
finite difference method, coded into the computer program MYOPIC, has 
been used to simulate the full heterogeneous configuration of the Ritchie-
Whittlestone experiment and the results are given in Chapter 6 together 
with an account of an investigation into the validity of the Maxwellian 
source assumption. 
In this chapter results are reported of a direct comparison of 
MYOPIC calculation with the homogeneous assembly spectral expansion 
calculations of the above workers. This comparison was attempted for 
three reasons. 
Firstly, it was hoped that the MYOPIC code could be validated by 
near agreement with the results of Wood and Lawrence for an identical 
homogeneous problem. This objective rested on the assumption of accurate 
calculation on the part of those workers and on similarities between input 
nuclear data. Near agreement was not, in fact obtained and, in the final 
analysis, the validation of the MYOPIC code rested on the fact that it 
did not reproduce the extreme interference effects calculated by Wood 
and Lawrence and repudiated by experiment. 
Secondly, MYOPIC converged on the solution of homogeneous problems 
more quickly than on the solution of heterogeneous problems (at least 
this was so for the BeO experiments) and it was intended to conduct a 
survey over a large number of frequencies of the qualitative systematics 
of the interference phenomena. Savings in computer time were effected 
by carrying out this survey on a homogeneous configuration. 
Thirdly, a homogeneous calculation with an in-phase Maxwellian 
source condition was required for later detailed comparison with a more 
realistic modelling of the fast source - thermalizer tank - polycrystalline 
moderator configuration. 
5.2 Interference Phenomena in BeO Wave Experiments 
Wood and Lawrence (1971) have calculated space dependent wave 
propagation parameters in a semi-infinite homogeneous BeO assembly for 
a range of frequencies 0 < w < 2500 Hz. MYOPIC necessarily must 
calculate propagation in a finite assembly with a zero flux back edge 
boundary condition. In order that back edge effects do not intrude in 
a comparison between MYOPIC results and Wood and Lawrence's values, it 
is necessary to know how far into the assembly the back edge condition 
makes its presence felt. 
MYOPIC runs were carried out for 100 cm and 180 cm BeO stacks using 
a 1 cm mesh spacing and the same 29 group data set (Appendix A for group 
structure) and transverse buckling used in the BeO continuum calculations 
of Chapter 4. A 300®K Maxwellian source was imposed on the front face 
and the frequency investigated was 1473 Hz, a frequency for which Ritchie 
and Whittlestone (1973) have obtained measurements. 
The space dependent wave parameters calculated for a point 1/v 
detector are plotted in Figure 6 as functions of distance from the source 
for both the 100 cm and 180 cm runs. Also plotted are the experimental 
values of Ritchie and Whittlestone. It should be emphasised that the 
experimental a(z) and ^(z) are obtained using a 5 cm long 1/v 
detector and are fits to data measured between z and z + 10 cm from 
the thermal source. The MYOPIC wave parameters are point values defined 
as 
a(z) = ̂  and ^z) = £ (5.1) 
where A and 0 are the amplitude and phase of the polar form of the 
complex detector response, 
R(z) = A(z)exp(ie(z)) . 
Granted that the MYOPIC parameters are local and the experimental 
values are, to a degree, space averaged, the agreement between them over 
the experimental range (7 < z < 36 cm.) must still be considered poor. 
It is encouraging, however, to observe the almost exact superposition 
of the rapidly varying a(z) and ^<z) curves of the 100 cm and 180 cm 
runs over the range 0 < z < 83 cm indicating convergence of solution 
and consistency of calculation. Between 83 cm and 100 cm the back edge 
boundary condition imposed on the 100 cm stack calculation is evident in 
the movement of a and ^ away from the 180 cm stack curves, with a 
sharp rise and fall to zero of a(z) and a fall to zero of 5(z) . 
The effect of the rear edge condition clearly can be felt up to about 
17 cm back into the BeO assembly. Comparison of 100 cm stack MYOPIC 
runs with Wood and Lawrence's semi-infinite stack results is valid only 
up to 80 cm. Ritchie and Whittlestone in restricting their measurements 
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FIGURE 6 Comparison with experiment of MYOPIC calculation of attenuation and phase shift 
parameters as a function of distance from source face for 100 cm and 180 cm lon^ 
BeO assemblies - 300'^K Maxwellian source spectrum. Co = 1473 Hz. 
to the range 7 < z <46 cm in a 58.5 cm long stack may have just 
avoided significant back edge effects in their large z results. 
The interference phenomena observed by earlier workers is in 
evidence between 40 and 80 cm with rapid oscillation in a(z) and a 
peaking of ^(z) . The attenuation coefficient stabilized in the 180 
cm stack calculation in the region 110 - 160 cm before the rear edge 
boundary condition took effect. In this asymptotic region a(z) 
assumed a value close to the diffusion continuum limit a* calculated 
for w = 1473 in Section 4.3 (See Figure 3). 
In order to explore the frequency dependence of the interference 
effects observed in the 1473 Hz calculations, the 100 cm stack run was 
repeated at 50 Hz steps from 50 Hz up to 1700 Hz. 
The variation of the point 1/v detector wave parameters, a and 
^ , with frequency, w , and distance from the source, z , are shown 
in the two isometric plots Figures 7 and 8. 
Interference effects, taking the form of slight rises and falls in 
a(z) and ^(z) curves towards the end of the stack become readily 
detectable above 300 Hz and intensify as w increases as well as moving 
towards the source. 
Wood and Lawrence (1971) display their BeO results not as a(z,w) 
and ^(z,w) surfaces as in Figures 7 and 8 but rather as amplitude and 
phase curves, A(z,w) and e(z,w) . A comparison between their 
calculations is given in Figure 9. Normalization between the two sets 
of curves was made at 50 Hz and 35 cm. 
The degree of interference predicted by Wood and Lawrence is extreme 
compared with that calculated by MYOPIC. Ritchie and Whittlestone (1973) 
FIGURE 7 Isometric plot of a(z,a>) surface BeO, 
300°K Maxweilian source, ^ ^ = 5.13x10-3 ciii-̂  
FIGURE 8 Isometric plot of ^(z,«^) surface BeO, 
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make a similar observation when comparing Wood and Lawrence's 
calculations with their measurements. They also comment that the 
earlier BeO calculations of Wood (1971) for the low frequency range 
0 - 500 Hz are in conflict with their experimental results. Low 
frequency calculations using MYOPIC are similarly at variance with 
Wood's values. 
In Table 1 a rather arbitrary measure of the variation with z 
of the wave parameter a(z) , as calculated by MYOPIC for a point 1/v 
detector in the Ritchie-Whittlestone BeO assembly, is given. 
TABLE 1 : Spatial Variation of Attenuation Coefficient at 
Low Frequencies (BeO) 
Frequency (Hz) 
Percentage Spatial Variation = 
(a(40 cm) - a(10 cm)) x 100/a(10 cm) 
(%) 
50 - 0.79 
100 - 0.57 








If 1% variation is arbitrarily defined as the criterion for non-
asymptotic propagation, then the critical frequency (from Table 1) is 
~ 280 Hz. If 2% is the criterion, then w . ~ 370 Hz. These values 
crit 
can be compared with the value of 240 Hz estimated for w in 
crit 
Section 4.3. The above criteria on a(z) variation are fairly 
meaningless unless adopted by other workers as a convention. 
The values of a(z) extracted by least squares averaging by 
Ritchie and Whittlestone (1973) from their finite detector measurements 
vary less than 1% over a similar spatial range for frequencies up to 
520 Hz above which point their arbitrarily chosen convention defines 
propagation to be non-asymptotic. 
At variance with the experimental values and, to a lesser extent 
with the MYOPIC values, the calculations of Wood (1971) exhibit ~ 6% 
variation in a(z) over the range 10 - 40 cm at 325.9 Hz (cf - 1 . 5 % 
MYOPIC) and ~ 11% over the range 9 - 35 cm at 506.1 Hz (cf ~ 4% MYOPIC 
over the range 1 0 - 4 0 cm). 
5.3 BeO Diffusion Parameters 
Detector reaction rates obtained from MYOPIC calculations in the 
low frequency range 0 - 200 Hz can be used to estimate the diffusion 
parameters of BeO. Wave propagation in a finite homogeneous BeO 
assembly excited by a Maxwellian source has been shown to be of an 
asymptotic character away from the edges of the assembly for the source 
frequency range 0 to ~ 250 Hz. 
In order to average out the small spatial variations in calculated 
a and C , the candidate followed Ritchie and Whittlestone (1972) in 
least squares fitting the calculated 1/v point detector reaction rate 
R(z,t) to the form 
(^y^iexp - (a + i ^ z - exp(a + i O (z - 2Z)}exp(iwt) (5.2) 
The least squares computer program WAVEFIT used by Ritchie and 
Whittlestone was, in fact, written by the candidate and G.D. Trimble 
and was used to fit MYOPIC reaction rates over the same range fitted 
by the experimentalists, 21 < z < 42 cm. 
The frequency dependent values of a and 5 obtained were used 
to calculate the quantities a^ - ^ and 2a% which were then least 




for N = 1 and N = 2 (two and three parameter fits). 
The coefficients ^q * ' ̂ 2 ^^^ ^ ^ 
parameter fits of the MYOPIC values are given in Table 2 together with 
P, and P determined from the 3 parameter fits. They are compared 
4 5 
with the coefficients PQ to P3 determined by two parameter fits to 
their measurements by Ritchie and Whittlestone (1972). The most 
meaningful comparison is between two parameter fits where it is noted 
that calculated P3 lies within the experimental error, and calculated 
P^ lies just outside the experimental error. However, calculated PQ 
is 1.7% lower than the measured value and calculated P^ is 9% higher 
than the measured value. 
Ritchie and Whittlestone have gone on, with some reservations as 
Coefficients and Thermal Neutron Diffusion Parameters of BeO, 












cm X 10 6.477 ± 0.078 
6.369 (2 param) 
6.367 (3 param) 
-2 ,.-6 
cm sec X 10 6.847 ± 0.071 
7.474 (2 param) 
7.469 (3 param) 
-2 2 ,.-10 
cm sec X 10 2.33 ± 0.025 
2.356 (2 param) 
2.410 (3 param) 
-2 3 ,.-14 
cm sec X 10 - 0.01 ± 1.1 
0.514 (2 param) 
1.759 (3 param) 
-2 A ,.-18 
cm sec X 10 - 3.165 
-2 5 ,.-21 
cm sec X 10 - 6.141 
L(wave) cm 27.4 ± 1.2 28.409 
Xa(wave) 
Xa(pulsed) 
sec X 10 1.95 ± 0.17 





cm sec X 10 1.460 ± 0.015 





cm sec X 10 7.2 ± 0.8 
4.88 ± 0.31 
5.644 
5.472 
to the usefulness of the calculation, to derive from their P 
n 
coefficients the thermal neutron diffusion parameters L , X^ , DQ 
and C . Thus they define the diffusion length L in terms of the 
w = 0 intercept of a(w) as 
= ot2(0) - BJ , (5.5) 
^ (wave) 
and define in terms of the P^ coefficients the diffusion parameter 
Do(wave) = = P"! (5.6) 
and the diffusion cooling parameter 
^(wave) (5.7) 
From their quoted value it is inferred that they defined 
X (wave) = (a2(0) - B ^ p T ^ (5.8) 
a i 
Their values for these parameters are given in Table 2 together with 
those calculated from the MYOPIC P^ coefficients using the definitions 
5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. 
Further relevant experimental data is available from Ritchie (1968) 
who determined X , ^n » ^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ die-away experiment in BeO 
a u 
using the same BeO tiles that were later used in the wave experiments. 
His 1968 pulsed experiment results are given in Table 2 together with 
X (pulse) , D^(pulse) and C(pulse) obtained by the candidate from a 
a u 
least squares fit of calculated time decay constants, X(B^) , to the 
form (1.4). The same 29 group cross section data used in the MYOPIC 
wave calculation were used in the decay constant eigenvalue calculation. 
The degree of agreement between the two sets of calculated X^ , D^ 
and C obtained by two quite diverse procedures is encouraging given 
that systematic small differences are expected from the perturbation 
investigation of Michael and Moore (1969). 
A systematic departure of this kind cannot explain the 9% difference 
between D^ (wave experiment) and the close grouping of values for D^ 
(pulsed experiment), DQ (wave calculation) and DQ (X - B^ calculation). 
Ritchie and Whittlestone advance as a possible explanation the fact that 
their experimental values do not satisfy the transport theory condition 
for asymptotic propagation, a (experiment) < 2:̂ (v) for sub-Bragg cutoff 
velocities and therefore the neutron spectrtm does not assume an 
asymptotic form but is progressively weighted towards the sub-Bragg 
energy region with increasing distance from the source. They describe 
this phenomenon as * sub-Bragg contamination*. 
The violation of the above transport theory condition was confirmed 
in the calculations of Chapter 4 (see Figure 3). There it was stated 
that a diffusion theory of the kind embodied in the MYOPIC code will 
not predict sub-Bragg contamination while the frequency is sufficiently 
low for the calculated a to be less than a*(w) , the diffusion theory 
continuum limit, a much less stringent condition than the transport 
condition (see Figure 3) and one that was observed in the MYOPIC 
calculation for Table 2. 
Comparing the close grouping of the measured values for X^ and the 
calculated values which are 15 - 18% lower, one comes to the conclusion 
that either the thermal BeO neutron absorption cross section used in the 
calculations is too low, or that absorptive contamination has been added 
to the low intrinsic absorption cross section of the BeO tiles in some 
way. 
The calculated values of the diffusion cooling coefficient, C , fall 
rather neatly in between the two measured values 
5.4 Graphite Diffusion Parameters 
A chain of calculations almost identical to that presented in 
Section 5.3 has been carried out for graphite in order to compare 
theoretically derived wave and diffusion parameters with the pulse 
propagation and die-away experiments in a graphite assembly of 
Takahashi and Sumita (1968). 
Thus MYOPIC calculations were carried out for a 100 x 100 x 100 cm 
_3 
graphite stack of density 1.7 g cm . A 300°K real Maxwellian source 
condition was applied and computations were performed for ascending 
frequencies in the range 0 - 200 Hz. The results of Section 4.3 
exhibited in Figure 5 would indicate that a diffusion code such as MYOPIC 
would predict asymptotic propagation in this frequency range. The 29 
group cross section set used in Section 4 and whose structure is given 
in Appendix A was employed. The transverse buckling B^ was taken to 
be 1.85 X lO"^ cm~^ and the spatial mesh width 1 cm. 
The reaction rate of a point 1/v detector was least squares 
fitted to the form (5.2) over the range 20 - 40 cm from the source face 
to derive a(w) and l(w) values which were then used to form the 
expressions (5.3) and (5.4) from which P^ , P^, P2 and P3 were derived 
(two parameter fits). These P^ values are presented in Table 3 together 
with the values of Takahashi and Sumita extracted from their results for 
the w range 0 - 300 Hz. Only calculated P3 falls within the 
experimental error. Calculated P^ is within 2% fo the measured value 
but calculated PQ and are 8.5% and 20% low respectively. 
TABLE 3 : Comparison with Experiment of Calculated Wave Pn Coefficients 
and Thermal Neutron Diffusion Parameters of Graphite 











cm X 10 2 . 3 7 ± 0 . 0 4 2 . 1 6 5 
^ cm sec X 10 4 . 9 1 1 ± 0 . 0 0 4 4 . 8 1 3 
- 2 2 
cm sec X 10 2 . 6 2 ± 0 . 2 6 2 . 0 8 5 
- 2 3 , ^ - 1 4 
cm sec X 10 - 2 . 9 ± 0 . 9 - 3 . 5 9 8 
XA(wave) 
- 1 
sec 1 0 6 ± 8 6 5 . 4 5 
Xĝ  (pulsed) 7 6 ± 7 6 3 . 3 8 
DQ(wave) cm sec X 10 2 . 0 3 6 ± 0 . 0 0 2 2 . 0 7 8 
DQ(pulsed) 2 . 1 3 ± 0 . 0 4 2 . 0 9 0 
C(wave) cm sec X 10 2 . 2 ± 0 . 2 1 . 8 7 0 
C(pulsed) 3 . 2 ± 0 . 4 3 . 1 0 3 
The derived parameters X^(wave) , D^Cwave) and C(wave) have 
been calculated from both the experimental and MYOPIC-WAVEFIT calculated 
P^ values using the relationships (5.6), (5.7) and the approximation 
to (5.8) (used in the absence of quoted value for experimental a(0) ), 
X^(wave) - (PQ - B^)?^^ (5.9) 
The values of these parameters are given in Table 3 together with 
two sets of (pulsed) , D^(pulsed) and C(pulsed) , the first of which a u 
is an experimental set determined from a die-away experiment 
o / O 
(1.075 X lO" ^ B^ $ 10.41 X 10 cm" ) carried out by Takahashi and 
Sumita on the same graphite; and the second of which was determined from 
a X - B^ eigenvalue calculation using the same cross section data used 
in the MYOPIC calculations. 
Several interesting comparisons can be made. There is close 
agreement between the four measured and calculated values of D^ . 
That is to say, there is no evidence of an anomalously high measured 
DQ(wave) as was observed in the Bep experiments despite the fact that 
the same conditions (as inferred from Duderstadt*s work by Ritchie and 
Whittlestone (1972) ) apply for sub-Bragg contamination to occur. 
The calculated values for X , as in the BeO work, are considerably a 
below the measured wave X although the lower value of measured a 
X (pulsed) discounts, to some extent, the possibility of systematic a 
underestimation in the calculations. 
The calculated value of C(wave) is surprisingly at variance with 
calculated C(pulsed) and it would appear to be a significant, underesti-
mation given even the conflict between the two measured values. 
Taken overall, the low frequency BeO and C12 results from MYOPIC 
are sufficiently in agreement with experiment to warrant a fair degree 
of confidence in the codecs ability to simulate wave propagation 
phenomena not dominated by long mean free path sub-Bragg neutrons. 
CHAPTER 6 
SPATIALLY HETEROGENEOUS BeO WAVE EXPERIMENTS 
6,1 Source Spectrum from Thermalizing Tank 
In this section and the next an account is given of a detailed 
simulation, using the code MYOPIC, of the high frequency (> 500 Hz) 
wave measurements in BeO of Ritchie and Whittlestone (1973), These 
calculations explicitly model the fast source-polyethylene thermalizer 
tank-cadmium filter configuration used in the experiment (Figure 1). 
A comparison is made in this section of the neutron spectrum, 
emerging from the tank and after epi-cadmium subtraction, with the 
spectrum at the source face determined by a homogeneous calculation, 
using the same frequency of 1473.3 Hz and a real Maxwellian source 
condition. Wave parameters determined from least squares fitting to the 
form (5.2) of the detector responses of both calculations are then compared 
with the similarly fitted experimental wave parameters measured at that 
frequency by Ritchie and Whittlestone. 
The detector response derived in both computations is a value 
obtained by integrating a point response over a finite detector counting 
length of 5 cm., thereby more closely modelling the finite BF3 1/v 
counter used in the experiment. Care has also been taken to follow the 
least squares procedures of Ritchie and Whittlestone in deriving wave 
parameters. 
The experimental practice of determining detector responses in the 
BeO with and without the cadmium shutter interposing between the BeO and 
polyethylene thermalizer was followed in the heterogeneous calculation. 
The computed detector responses and derived wave parameters quoted are 
the result, therefore, of an epi-cadmium subtraction procedure identical 
to that used by the experimentalists. 
The 29 group cross section sets for BeO (extinction corrected), 
cadmium (adjusted according to the theory of section 3.4) and polyethylene 
were used in the above MYOPIC runs and in the calculations reported in 
Section 6.2. 
Ritchie and Whittlestone directed 2.0 MeV protons onto a thick 
lithium target to produce fast neutrons via the \i(p,n)^Be reaction. 
The fast neutron source spectrum emerging from such a reaction was roughly 
modelled in the calculations by lumping 50% of the source neutrons into 
energy group 1 and 50% into group 2 (see Appendix A for group structure). 
The region widths and spatial mesh used in the heterogeneous 
calculations were : polyethylene, 5.08 cm. covered by 8 mesh points; 
cadmium, 0.273 cm. covered by 2 mesh points; beryllium oxide, 59.87 cm. 
(including a 1.45 cm extrapolation length) covered by 60 mesh points. 
In Figure 10 a comparison is made between the energy spectra 
calculated in both the homogeneous and heterogeneous models of the 
experiment. Neutron number densities are plotted rather than fluxes 
as the former give directly the group by group contribution to a 1/v 
detector reaction rate. The homogeneous number densities given by the 
homogeneous calculation (A) have been normalized to the peak group of the 
number densities given by the heterogeneous calculation (B) at z = 0 . 
Several differences between the two sets of results are apparent. 
The number densities of calculation B are considerably higher at 
energies above 3.0 x lO"^ eV indicating that the epi-cadmium subtraction 
process, as modelled, generates a thermal source spectrum departing 
significantly from a Maxwellian distribution. Even in the homogeneous 
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(B) Fast Source - Heterogeneous Assembly (Thermalizer Tank - BeO) 
calculation the BeO front face spectrum departs, at low energies, from 
the Maxwellian source spectrum incident on that face. It does so 
particularly at the Bragg cut-off energy where a significant drop in the 
z = 0 neutron density is observed. The explanation presumably lies 
in the boundary condition (2.46). This condition suggests that if the 
net current at the boundary contains an excess (with respect to a 
Maxwellian distribution) of sub~Bragg neutrons then the boundary scalar 
flux will be sub-Bragg depleted (with respect to a Maxwellian). 
As the distance from the BeO front face increases in both calcula-
tions, one clearly observes the steadily growing dominance of the spectrum 
by neutrons with energies just below the Bragg cut-off. In regions where 
this spectral shift to Sub-Bragg energies continues to occur asymptotic 
or spatially independent wave parameters, a and ? , will not be 
observed (this is confirmed in Figure 12). 
In Figure 11 the group dependent neutron density phases at the BeO 
front face are given for the above mentioned homogeneous and heterogeneous 
1473.3 Hz calculations. Boundary condition (2.46) ensures that there will 
be departures from zero phase in all groups even in the homogeneous 
calculation, but they are not as great as those introduced (by passage 
through the polyethylene thermalizing slab) into the group phases 
predicted by the heterogeneous calculation. The energy dependent phase 
shifts introduced by a thermalizer tank or slab clearly will have great 
importance in determining the nature of high frequency interference 
effects inside the BeO. 
In Figure 12 space dependent a and C parameters calculated by 
both the homogeneous and heterogeneous models for 1473.3 Hz are compared 
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FIGURE 11: Energy Dependent Neutron Density Phases at 
BeO Front Pace, 2 == 0, for 
(A) Maxwellian Source - Homogeneous Assembly 
(B) Past Source - Eeterot^eneous Assembly (Thermalizer Tank - BeO) 
experimental and calculated wave parameters, although presented as 
functions of z , are in fact averaged values least squares fitted over 
the range z to z + 10 cm to the form (5.2). 
Agreement with experiment for both models is poor at distances 
greater than 25 cm although the more sophisticated heterogeneous model 
does follow experimental parameters in the first 15 cm. There are 
significant differences between the two calculations which is not 
surprising considering the spectral differences revealed in Figures 10 
and 11. The source conditions are seen to be crucial and modelling of 
the thermalizing tank and epi-cadmium subtraction process is clearly 
desirable. 
The actual model used here, however, has turned in a disappointing 
performance. Varying the cadmium thickness away from the experimental 
value of 0.273 cm was found to be a partially successful recipe for 
obtaining better matches between calculated and experimental a(z) and 
C(z) curves than displayed in Figure 12. Such a variation, however, 
was completely 'ad hoc' and the results obtained are not given here. 
They do, perhaps, indicate that the weak spot in the present model 
lies in the treatment of the thin cadmium shutter. It is expected that 
a one dimensional transport S^ code x̂ ould be a great improvement over 
the diffusion theory used here, particularly insofar as it replaced the 
adjusted diffusion parameter device of Section 3.A used to model the 
shutter. 
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6.2 Wave Parameters at High Frequencies : Heterogeneous Theory and 
Experiment 
The space dependent wave parameters obtained from the 1473.3 Hz 
heterogeneous calculation reported in the previous section differed 
considerably from experiment. Similar differences between calculation 
and experiment were found for all the high frequencies measured by 
Ritchie and Whittlestone. The systematics of the disagreement are 
presented in this section. 
MYOPIC runs were carried out for the experimental frequencies 
515.7, 736.6 and 982.3 Hz as well as, and along the lines of the 1473.3 
Hz heterogeneous assembly computation described in Section 6.1. That 
is, the epi-cadmium subtraction, finite detector integration and least 
squares fitting procedures described above were followed. 
In particular, wave parameters were obtained from a fit to the 
expression (5.2) between z and z + 10 cm for z = 7 and 34 cm. 
The parameters are displayed in Figures 13 and 14 together with the 
experimental values obtained from an identical fitting procedure. For 
completeness, the high frequency, space dependent experimental wave 
parameters for frequencies above 500 Hz are accompanied by the space 
independent, experimental values below 500 Hz from the earlier paper of 
Ritchie and VThittlestone. 
Accompanying the high frequency MYOPIC results from the heterogeneous 
model are the low frequency parameters obtained in Chapter 5 evaluated 
at z = 34 cm. 
Referring to Figure 13 it is seen that the calculated and experimental 
high frequency values of a(w) at a distance of only 7 cm from the BeO 
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However, at 34 cm major qualitative differences emerge. While the 34 cm 
MYOPIC values lie above the 7 cm a(w) curve and increase monotonically 
with frequency, the 34 cm experimental values fall below the 7 cm curve 
and, at high frequencies, appear to be falling towards the calculated 
diffusion continuum line, a*(w) . One would suspect from this either a 
greater measure of sub-Bragg contamination in the experiment than 
predicted by the calculation and/or a departure in calculated phase 
relationships from those actually measured. The phase relationships 
between the distinct sub-and super-Bragg neutron populations predicted 
by the calculation interfere between 30 and 50 cm producing there a peak 
in a(z) . In the experiment, the phase relationship could be such as 
to produce a dip in a(z) . 
Certainly, major differences between calculated and measured phase 
parameters are observable in Figure 14. For example, the spatial 
variation in the experimental high frequency C(w) values is not very 
great although it should be said of the data presented by Ritchie and 
Whittiestone that, had z = 20 cm been chosen, the spread would have 
been seen to be somewhat greater. However, the calculated curves 
exhibit considerable high frequency spread with some sort of break point 
at 1000 Hz. 
Both Figures 13 and 14 are in qualitative agreement on the onset 
of non-asymptotic behaviour between 300 and 600 Hz. Overall, however, 
the degree of quantitative disagreement is high and the comments at the 
end of Section 6.1 are re-inforced. 
6.3 Conclusions 
The major objective of this thesis was to analyse wave experiments 
in polycrystalline moderators, particularly the BeO work of Ritchie and 
Whittlestone, with a model that recognized the non-ideal character of 
the experimental thermal neutron sources used. 
The thesis describes several further steps along a historical 
progression away from idealization of these experiments. Originally 
mooted as one of a class of as3nnptotic techniques for determining well 
defined intrinsic thermalization and diffusion parameters for moderators, 
the wave experiment in polycrystalline assemblies was readily pushed out 
of its frequency range of applicability into a regime where measured 
parameters depended on source conditons. Wood (1969 A) demonstrated 
how strong the dependence was but in subsequent papers he accepted, as 
did Kumar et al. (1973) a purely real Maxwellian source spectrum as a 
reasonable approximation to the thermalized source used by experimentalists 
The material presented in Section 6.1 casts considerable doubt on the 
validity at high frequencies of the Maxwellian source approximation and 
indicates the necessity of a full simulation of the experimental config-
uration used to produce a thermal source. In particular, it would seem 
extremely desirable to incorporate in any theory the energy dependent 
phase lags introduced by thermalizing tanks. 
It would be pleasing to report that close agreement with experiment 
was demonstrated follov/ing upon an attempt to model the full experimental 
configuration of Ritchie and Whittlestone. Unfortunately, such was not 
the case and Section 6.2 documents a qualitative as well as a quantitative 
inability of the theory to reproduce measurements at high frequencies and 
at moderate distances from the source face. The above exercise would 
be seen to be unsatisfactory if it were not for the following lesson 
learned: if the qualitative departures from a purely real Maxwellian 
source condition predicted by the spatially heterogeneous calculations 
described in this chapter are not spurious, then future attempts to 
model the high frequency wave experiments must incorporate at least the 
experimental detail built into the finite difference theory derived in 
Chapter 3. 
In this light, how does one assess the spatially homogeneous semi-
infinite models of Wood and Lawrence (1971) and Kumar et al. (1973)? 
Their work has been important in describing the qualitative character of 
interference at high frequencies between the sub-and super-Bragg neutron 
populations. Certainly, the eigenfunction expansions chosen by those 
workers were shown in the mathematical survey of Chapter 2 to be valid 
representations of the formal diffusion solution of the homogeneous 
wave problem. 
It was therefore surprising that, as reported in Chapter 5, an 
application of the candidate's finite difference theory to the kind of 
Maxwellian source-homogeneous assembly configuration favoured by Wood 
and Lawrence, when compared with the results of those workers, showed 
up a significant disagreement. The difference may not be entirely 
attributable to cross-section data but may indicate numerical difficulties 
in either their determination of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions or in 
the candidate's computer code. It should be noted that the experimental 
wave parameters do not support the picture of extreme interference 
predicted by Wood and Lawrence and experiment is in closer (but not good) 
agreement with the candidates results. 
Further evidence lending support to the soundness of the finite 
difference code MYOPIC is to be found in Sections 5.3 and 5.A where a 
general agreement with low frequency measurements is reported. It 
also emerged from the low frequency surveys that, except for a possible 
underestimation of the thermal absorption cross sections of graphite 
and BeO, the cross section data employed was acceptable. 
As the source frequency increased above about 400 Hz, a progressively 
growing discrepancy was evident between BeO wave parameters measured by 
Ritchie and Whittlestone and the parameters predicted by MYOPIC. The 
departure is most clearly seen in Figure 13. The onset of non-asymptotic 
behaviour appears to occur at a lower frequency in the calculations than 
in the measurements although it is difficult and possibly meaningless 
to nominate a specific critical frequency. This point is dealt with in 
detail in the discussion in Section 5.2 concerning the results displayed 
in Table 1. 
The calculated diffusion theory continuum conditions for BeO and 
graphite discussed in Chapter 4 would seem to be useful pointers towards 
the frequency range within which the onset of non-asymptotic wave 
propagation will occur. They are no more than that and no more rigorous 
than diffusion theory itself. 
The calculated transport continuum conditions reported in Chapter 4 
are, of course, rigorously grounded but, in a pragmatic sense, they do 
not appear to be experimentally significant. For example, the sub-Bragg 
transport continuum condition a* = heralds the onset of min 
non-asymptotic propagation for an often negligibly small population of 
neutrons having a particular sub-Bragg energy travelling in a particular 
direction. 
The remaining issue of concern is the unresolved discrepancy 
between theory and experiment in the high frequency range. Yet, in 
principle, this too would now appear to be a straightforward but time 
consuming matter of refining details of the computer model. Building 
upon the insights of earlier workers into the significant role of sub-
Bragg neutrons in polycrystalline assemblies and, as emphasised in this 
thesis, recognizing the importance of correctly simulating the thermal 
source configurations of the experiment, it should be possible to 
successfully 'number crunch' this problem. 
Alternatively, the diffusion theory presented here could be 
persevered with and improvements on the recipe for the effective filter 
cross sections described in Section 3.4 could be sought. First on a 
list of modifications to the MYOPIC code would be the incorporation of 
an idea of Takahashi which involves the inclusion of a spatially 
distributed source of neutrons upscattered from their first collision 
as a member of a long mean free path sub-Bragg population. The effect 
of an energy dependent transverse buckling as prescribed by Beynon 
(1971) and as used by Kumar et al. (1973) could well be studied. 
Should an improved wave propagation code be developed it would be 
appropriate to apply it to several other experiments with the same 
attention to the detail of experimental source configuration as was 
followed in the BeO analysis reported here. These would be the graphite 
studies of Takahashi and Sumita (1968) and Utsuro et al. (1968) and the 
lead and graphite experiments of Takahashi (1972). 
It should be remembered that the strictly technological benefits 
to nuclear reactor design from this kind of experiment ceased to flow a 
number of years ago when theoretical thermal neutron scattering models 
reached a level of sophistication acceptable to the reactor physicist, 
and when attention was drawn to the continuum structures of the spectra 
of neutronics eigen parameters. Pursuit of non-asymptotic phenomena 
within the continuum regimes of these experiments must now be seen to 
be a largely pure science endeavour and the satisfaction obtained 
weighed against the resources used. 
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APPENDIX A 













1 2.0 1.353 X 10^ 16 20.50 1.250 X 10-2 
2 4.0 1.832 X 10^ 17 20.75 9.736 X 10-3 
3 6.0 2.479 X 18 21.00 7.583 X 10-3 
4 8.0 3.355 X 19 21.25 5.905 X 10-3 
5 10.0 4.540 X io2 20 21.50 4.599 X 10-3 
6 12.0 6.144 X 10 21 21.75 3.582 X 10-3 
7 14.0 8.315 22 22.00 2.789 X 10-3 
8 16.0 1.125 23, 22.25 2.172 X 10-3 
9 16.75 5.316 X 10-1 24 22.50 1.692 X 10-3 
10 17.50 2.511 X 10-1 25 22.75 1.318 X 10-3 
11 18.25 1.186 X 10-1 26 23.00 1.026 X 10-3 
12 18.75 7.194 X 10-2 27 23.25 7.992 X 10-^ 
13 19.25 4.363 X 10-2 28 24.00 3.775 X 10-^ 
14 19.75 2.647 X 10-2 29 25.50 8.423 X 10-5 
15 20.25 1.605 X 10-2 30.00 9.358 X 10-^ 
(last number is (last number is 
lower bound) lower bound) 
APPENDIX B 
Parameters used in the calculation of diffusion theory and transport 
theory continuum limits for the BeO experiments of Ritchie and 
Whittlestone (1972, 1973) and the graphite experiments of Takahashi 
and Sumita (1968 A,B) 
(a) Parameters defining the experimental assembly 
BeO C12 
-3 -24 Concentration, N (cm x 10 ) 7.1312 X 10"^ 
(p = 2.96 g cm"^) 
8.5326 X lO"^ 
-3 
(p = 1.7 g cm ) 
Transverse buckling, B^ (cm ) 5.13 X 10"^ + 1.85 X lO"^ 
(60.96 cm X 60.96 cm (100 cm X 100 cm) 
after density renormalization 
- all distances multiplied 
by p actual/p reference 
» 2.87/2.96) 
Extrapolation length(used in the 1.5 1.6 
calculation of B^ , e (cm) 
t Spectrum averaged <B^(E> as quoted by experimentalist, e was calculated 
from this buckling and quoted physical dimensions. 
(b) Multigroup parameters associated with group Immediately below Bragg 
cutoff used to calculate diffusion theory a*(w) 
BeO C12 
Microscopic absorption, a (barns) 
a 
3.11 X lO"^ 1.39 X lO"^ 
Microscopic inelastic scatter, a (barns) s 
0.4788 0.3230 
Microscopic transport, a^^ (barns) 
Group velocity, v (cm sec 
0.5728 
7.7805 X lO'̂  
(3.165 X 10"^ eV) 
0.3637 
5.3475 X 10^ 
(1.495 X 10"^ eV) 
(c) Point cross sections used to calculate transport theory sub-Bragg 
continuum limit 
BeO C12 
Bragg cutoff energy, E^ (eV) 3.775 X 10"^ 1.822 X lO"^ 
Inelastic o^ (E^) (barns) 0.460 0.290 
a (E^) (barns) 
a B 
0.029 0.012 
(d) Point cross sections used to calculate a*2. » ^^^ elastic continuum 
limit given by the theories of Duderstadt and Utsuro 
BeO C12 
Energy at which both Duderstadt 4.245 X lO"^ 1.355 X 10"^ 
and Utsuro*s elastic continua have (energy immediately (energy immediately 
minimum real part, E^ (eV) below 2nd Bragg peak) below 8th Bragg peak) 
a^ (E ) (barns) 
a c 
0.027 0.005 
Elastic 0 (E ) (barns) 
s c 
2.909 3.059 
Inelastic o (E ) (barns) 
s c 
0.438 0.245 
